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Abstract

Atmospheric corrosion takes place on most metals as they interact with the
surrounding environment. A degradation of the metal is the common result,
which often leads to a shortened lifespan of the material. Hence, knowledge on
the fundamental interaction between a gas containing corrosive constituents
and a metal surface, which is the starting point of atmospheric corrosion, is
important in many contexts. As the nature of atmospheric corrosion is inher-
ently complex, it imposes demands on the analytical studies that are needed
in order to understand the fundamentals on a molecular level. Consequently,
in-situ vibrational techniques, providing molecular information, have been
utilized in this work to study atmospheric corrosion by targeting the initial
stages of the interaction between corrosive air and a metal surface. The ini-
tial stages (from minutes until days of exposure) were studied as these have
a large influence on the atmospheric corrosion for prolonged exposure times.

More specifically, the interaction between humidified air to which organic
acids were added, and zinc was targeted in order to address a situation in
indoor atmospheric corrosion, where organic acids are of importance. Zinc is
a constituent in e.g. brass, which is an alloy used in many indoor applications.

A systematic investigation utilizing complementary acting vibrational tech-
niques thus enabled detailed information on the mechanisms of the onset
of atmospheric corrosion of zinc induced by acetic and formic acid. Corro-
sion products of both two dimensional and three dimensional character could
be separately studied by combining VSFS (interface sensitive), IRAS (near-
surface sensitive), and CRM (bulk sensitive).

The Zn surface was found to be heterogeneous with different hydroxyl
groups present on the surface. As this surface was exposed to formic or acetic
acid, the OH groups on the surface were rapidly displaced in a ligand ex-
change with formate or acetate. These ligands, organised in two dimensional
structures, promoted corrosion by weakening the bonds of the Zn atoms to
their surrounding matrix.

The subsequent growth of three dimensional corrosion products, Zn hy-
droxy acetate and formate, observed within short exposure times of Zn ex-
posed to acetic and formic acid, was found to be electrochemical in nature.
Cathodic areas consisting of more crystalline ZnO were observed. The poten-
tial difference between these more noble areas on the surface and those of less
noble character created an electrochemical cell, initiating release of Zn ions
into the aqueous adlayer in the anodic reactions. These Zn ions precipitated
as localised corrosion products. The cathodic areas increased the local pH
on the surface, thereby promoting precipitation in their vicinity. The results
on initial stages of this type of corrosion were found to have similarities with
previous field studies of Zn exposed to real indoor environments.

One way to decrease the corrosion rate of zinc is by adsorbing a corrosion
inhibitor to the metal surface in order to protect it. As a model for such
a corrosion inhibitor, octadecanethiol (CH3(CH2)17SH) was seen to provide
increased corrosion protection of both reduced and oxidised Zn substrates by
forming an adsorbed surface layer with an ordered structure.
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Altogether, the combination of experimental techniques, represented by
vibrational spectroscopy, together with theory, represented by quantum chem-
ical calculations, enabled a molecular view of initial atmospheric corrosion of
Zn induced by humidified air with acetic or formic acid.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Överallt i vår omgivning ser vi, vare sig vi är medvetna om det eller ej, metaller som
utsätts för atmosfärisk korrosion. Med atmosfärisk korrosion menas att metallytan
förändrar sina ytegenskaper efter att ha påverkats av sin omgivning, bestående av
luft och luftföroreningar. Ett vanligt exempel på detta är rost, som egentligen är
järnoxyhydroxid som har bildats på en yta innehållande järn, vilket försämrar egen-
skaperna hos materialet. Atmosfärisk korrosion är ett stort problem inom många
områden, vilket bland annat leder till stora ekonomiska kostnader för samhället.

Även inomhus utsätts metaller för atmosfärisk korrosion. Ett exempel på detta
är silver- och mässingsföremål som ändrar färg till en mattare, mörkare nyans, och
som man sedan med viss möda måste putsa före varje julhögtid. Ett annat exempel
är kyrkorglar, vars orgelpipor kan korrodera så till den mildra grad att de måste
bytas ut. Att metaller korroderar inomhus beror till stor utsträckning på att s.k.
organiska syror (till exempel ättiksyra) är vanligt förekommande inomhus och kan
orsaka skada på metallerna. Dessa syror utsöndras från olika material som används
inomhus, såsom trä och plast.

Denna avhandling handlar just om atmosfärisk korrosion som orsakas av or-
ganiska syror. Metallen som har studerats är zink, en bruksmetall som vanligtvis
korroderar snabbt. Zink ingår t.ex. som en av beståndsdelarna i mässing som an-
vänds flitigt inomhus. Avhandlingen har gått in på djupet för att försöka förstå hur
korrosionen av zink börjar och vad som händer på dess yta. Eftersom korrosionen
börjar i gränsytan mellan zink och luft, så har detta område varit fokus för under-
sökningarna. Anledningen till att studera hur korrosionen initieras på en metallyta,
är att det som händer i början av korrosionsförloppet kan ha stor inverkan på met-
allens framtida öde när den utsätts för fortsatt atmosfärisk korrosion. Därutöver
främjar detaljerad kunskap om zinkytan utvecklingen av metoder för att skydda
zink. Till exempel kan man belägga zinken med tunna filmer som fungerar som
barriärer mot korrosionsangrepp.

Men hur kan man studera atmosfärisk korrosion? Med blotta ögat kan man
ofta se korrosionen på en metallyta, eftersom den i allmänhet har en annan färg
och struktur efter korrosion jämfört med före. Men när man vill studera den när-
mare måste man ta till andra metoder. Om man förstorar upp ett material cirka tio
miljarder gånger så ser man det som kallas molekyler, vilka är ungefär en miljondels
millimeter stora. Dessa molekyler, exempelvis vatten och organiska syror, bestäm-
mer till mångt och mycket metallens korrosionsförlopp. Det är dessa molekyler och
deras egenskaper som studerats på zinkytor. Den största källan till information
om korrosion från dessa har hämtats från molekylernas vibrationer. Vibrationerna
uppkommer på grund av att atomerna, som utgör byggstenarna till molekylerna,
ständigt är i rörelse. Dessa rörelser skapar vibrationer mellan atomerna i en molekyl
eftersom atomerna är sammankopplade genom vad som kan liknas vid elastiska hop-
kopplingar, vilka sätts i svängning av atomernas rörelser. Dessa vibrationer gömmer
mycket information om molekylerna som har reagerat med zinkytan, och därför i
förlängningen också om den atmosfäriska korrosionen. Till exempel ger tunga, sam-
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mankopplade atomer lägre vibrationsfrekvenser än lätta, och atomer som förlorar
sammankopplingar med andra atomer får en högre frekvens. Att belysa molekyler-
na på ytan med ljus, och mäta vilket typ av ljus som har absorberats på ytan,
är en vanlig metod för att tillgodogöra sig information om molekylens vibrationer.
Detta beror på att delar av ljuset kan absorberas av molekylens vibrationer. Detta
kan tyckas märkligt, men när molekylerna vibrerar så agerar de som små antenner,
eftersom laddningarna som finns i atomerna rör på sig när atomerna vibrerar. Detta
medför att molekylens vibrationer kan sända ut, men också ta emot ljus, förutsatt
att ljuset har frekvenser som överensstämmer med molekylvibrationerna.

Från dessa studier där zinkytan har belysts med ljus, samtidigt som den utsatts
för atmosfärisk korrosion, har slutsatsen dragits att korrosionen börjar med att t.ex
ättiksyramolekyler, fastnar på ytan genom att ersätta andra molekyler på ytan,
så kallade hydroxylgrupper, bestående av väte och syre. Detta gör de eftersom
de har en starkare dragningskraft till zinkatomerna än nämnda hydroxylgrupper.
Inom kort tid, efter ungefär 30 minuter från det att zinkytan har börjat exponeras
för ättiksyra, har de flesta hydroxylgrupper försvunnit från ytan. Därefter kan
ättiksyran försvaga strukturen på ytan, vilket leder till att denna tillsammans med
zinkatomerna lossnar från ytan. Dessa skapar sedan större formationer på ytan, så
kallade korrosionsprodukter, vilka redan efter ett par timmars korrosion är synliga
för det blotta ögat. I denna process spelar s.k. elektrokemi en viktig roll, precis
som i ett batteri med en plus- och en minuspol mellan vilka det flyter en ström.
Då plus- och minuspolen består av olika material kan strömmen färdas i endera
riktiningen eftersom elektronerna, vilka utgör strömmen, har en drivkraft att ta sig
från det ena materialet till det andra, p.g.a att materialen har olika stark vilja att
hålla i sina elektroner. Detsamma sker alltså även på metallytor under atmosfärisk
korrosion. Orsaken till detta är att det finns olika typer av regioner på ytan, några
som gärna vill bli av med elektroner (mer oädla områden) och andra som hellre
tar emot elektroner (mer ädla områden). Det skapar en drivkraft för elektroner att
färdas mellan dessa områden och således uppstår en ström. Denna ström snabbar på
frigörandet av zinkatomer från zinkytan, således acceleras korrosionen med hjälpa
av elektrokemi.

Sammantaget kan man säga att en molekylär bild av den atmosfäriska korro-
sionen av zinkytor har tagits fram och beskrivits i den här avhandlingen, vilket
har ökat förståelsen för meknismerna inom atmosfärisk korrosion som påverkas av
organiska syror.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Reading guidance

In this chapter, the reader is given a motivation for the thesis, and a brief intro-
duction to the field of atmospheric corrosion.

Chapter 2 gives a theoretical description of the three main vibrational tech-
niques: Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), Raman spectroscopy,
and Vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS), with an emphasis on the
analysis of metal surfaces.

Chapter 3 includes the experimental details, focusing mostly on the three main
techniques.

Chapter 4 is a summary of paper V, which involves a study on how the use
of three different vibrational techniques (IRAS, Raman, and VSFS) can assist in
detecting different types of corrosion products, using the example of Zn exposed to
acetic acid.

Chapter 5, which includes results from papers II-VI, is dedicated to applying
the combination of techniques introduced in chapter 4 to the simultaneously study
of two- and three-dimensional corrosion products during the atmospheric corrosion
of Zn exposed to formic or acetic acid.

The results of paper I are summarized in chapter 6, covering the corrosion inhi-
bition of Zn with a self-assembled layer of octadecanethiol adsorbed onto reduced
or oxidised Zn.

In chapter 7, a summary of the work is given, together with an outlook and
suggestions for future work.

1.2 Motivation

The fundamental interaction between a metal surface and a gas which contains
corrosive constituents is of interest for many reasons. It is important for atmo-
spheric corrosion, which is the degradation of a metal starting at the surface. This

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

degradation leads to high costs for the society.
As the nature of atmospheric corrosion is inherently complex, it imposes de-

mands on the analytical studies that are needed in order to understand the fun-
damentals of this corrosion process [Leygraf and Graedel, 2000]. In the present
work, in-situ vibrational techniques, providing molecular information, are utilized
to study atmospheric corrosion by targeting the initial stages (from minutes to ∼2
days of exposure) of the interaction between corrosive gases and a metal surface.
The mechanisms of the initial corrosion can be of importance to the more long-
term atmospheric corrosion [Ellis, 1947, Guttman, 1968]. Furthermore, studying
the early stages of corrosion allows detailed information on different mechanisms in-
volved in the process of atmospheric corrosion to be obtained. More specifically, the
interaction between organic acids and Zn will be targeted. This is to address a sit-
uation in indoor atmospheric corrosion, where organic acids are of importance. Zn
is used e.g. as an alloy element in brass, which is used in many indoor applications.
The GILDES (Gas, Interface, Liquid, Deposition, Electrodic, and Solid regimes)
modeling of atmospheric corrosion has mostly focused on Cu and Zn [Graedel, 1996,
Farrow et al., 1996, Tidblad and Graedel, 1996]. This provides additional motiva-
tion for laboratory experiments on Zn, as these can provide comparisons for the
modeling results.

1.3 Atmospheric corrosion

Atmospheric corrosion is taking place virtually everywhere in our environment.
Most metals, except a few very noble ones, will interact with the environment and
changes in the metal surface will occur as a result. These changes in the metal
can affect e.g. the chemical composition and roughness of the surface. From a
thermodynamic point of view, atmospheric corrosion can be regarded as the striving
of the metal to return to its original mineral form.

In principle, atmospheric corrosion is not necessarily negative. There are several
applications using the corrosion products (e.g. metal oxides) formed on metal
surfaces, for example stainless steels where a highly protective chromium oxide is
formed, giving the surface an excellent corrosion protection. However, atmospheric
corrosion causes mostly unwanted and negative effects on e.g. the economy, our
cultural heritage, and our health [Koch et al., 2001, Leygraf and Graedel, 2000].

A schematic description of the atmospheric corrosion system is presented in
Figure 1.1. Several phases (gas, liquid, and solid) and interfaces are involved in
atmospheric corrosion. At these interfaces, various chemical and electrochemical
reactions can occur inducing changes in the metal surface [Leygraf and Graedel,
2000]. Thus, atmospheric corrosion is inherently complex.

When a metal is exposed to an environment where water is present in the
atmosphere, which is in principle always the case, the water may interact with the
metal surface and create hydroxyl groups and oxide on the surface. In addition,
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Atmosphere

Aqueous
adlayer

Corrosion products

Metal

Oxide

Figure 1.1. The different phases in atmospheric corrosion.

an aqueous adlayer is formed on the surface. Depending on the relative humidity
(RH) and on the properties of the metal, this layer has a thickness of up to 3
nm of water at room temperature, corresponding to approximately 10 monolayers
of water [Phipps and Rice, 1979]. The thicker the aqueous adlayer is, the more
bulk water properties it has, whereby it can act as a solvent and host dissociated
corrosive gases. However, the conductivity of a 3 nm aqueous adlayer is lower than
that of bulk water [Yan et al., 1987]. In addition, the aqueous adlayer can act as an
electrolyte promoting electrochemical reactions on the metal surface [Evans, 1960].

The hydroxylated oxides created on the surface are of major importance in
atmospheric corrosion. The area-to-volume ratio of the surface and to the volume
of adsorbed water is ∼109[m−1] for an aqueous adlayer, compared to ∼100[m−1]
for a bulk liquid situation. Hence, the properties of species on the metal surface
will dramatically influence the atmospheric corrosion. Depending on the pH of the
aqueous adlayer, the hydroxyl groups can be either positively or negatively charged.

Adsorbed surface species, such as ligands, are of importance as corrosion accel-
erators and originate from dissolved gases which have dissociated in the aqueous
adlayer. The relationship between the concentration of dissolved gas in a solution
and in the gas phase is described by Henry’s law:

M = H · P (1.1)

where H is Henry’s law coefficient, M is the activity, proportional to the concentra-
tion, and P the partial pressure of the gas in the atmosphere [atm]. Thus, a higher
Henry’s law coefficient and higher concentrations of gaseous species will mean that
more gaseous species are dissolved in the aqueous adlayer and are thus available to
take part in corrosion as dissociated ligands.

The affinity between a metal ion and a ligand can be described in terms of
Lewis acid-base chemistry. When two species interact, one can act as a Lewis acid
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and accept electrons, and the other as a Lewis base and donate electrons [Pearson,
1990, Sato, 1987]. The Lewis acids and bases can be divided into hard or soft
categories. Hard acids and bases hold on tightly to their valence electrons. The
soft acids and bases, on the other hand, have electrons which are easily polarised
and removed. The hard and soft acid base principle (HSAB) declares that hard
acids will preferably coordinate with hard bases and soft acids with soft bases. The
HSAB principle will give a strong indication as to which compounds a metal ion will
interact with. For example, Zn2+, which is an intermediate acid, will interact with
a broad range of bases, while the hard acid Cr3+ normally forms oxygen-containing
films by interaction with the hard base O2−.

As ligands adsorb to the metal surface, they may initiate a corrosion attack
by facilitating detachment of metal ions. Protons can also be adsorbed onto the
hydroxylated surface and cause such an effect. The adsorption of ligands or pro-
tons is the first step in the general description of surface chemical dissolution and
precipitation in an aquatic environment [Stumm, 1987]. For example, adsorption
and detachment caused by a ligand (anion L−) on a hydroxylated metal surface
(M+-OH) can be described in the following general way

I. Ligand adsorption on the surface: M-OH + L−(aq) → M-L(ads) + OH−
(fast).

II. Detachment of metal ions into the aqueous adlayer: M(ads)→M+(aq) (slow),
as a complex with ligands and water molecules.

III. Precipitation of corrosion products.

The detachment of species has been explained in terms of a surface potential
created by adsorbed, charged species, lateral interaction between adsorbed species,
and surface heterogeneity [Stumm, 1987]. The last property is of great importance
when polycrystalline metal samples are used, as they contain defects and have a
heterogeneous surface. These defects, such as steps and kinks in the surface oxide
as well as impurities differing in composition from the matrix, can act as initiation
sites for corrosion. Hence, a simple model of uniform layer-by-layer growth of
thin films of corrosion products is generally not valid for atmospheric corrosion
[Evans, 1960, Bard et al., 2003]. Figure 1.1 is thus a drastic simplification as a
description of atmospheric corrosion. Electrochemical reactions can also accelerate
the detachment of metal ions into the aqueous adlayer, which acts as an electrolyte
[Evans, 1960]. The anodic reaction 1.2 is the dissolution of a metal (Me), and the
cathodic reaction 1.3 is commonly oxygen evolution (in neutral, alkali, or aerated
conditions).

Me→ Mez+ + ze− (1.2)
O2 + 2H2O + 4e→ 4OH− (1.3)
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In many cases, at ambient temperatures, the anodic reaction (1.2) is found to be
the rate-limiting reaction. As a protective corrosion layer is built up on the metal
surface, the transport of Mez+ ions is retarded.

1.4 Indoor atmospheric corrosion

Indoor corrosion is governed by the same processes as those described in the pre-
vious section, including the aqueous adlayer, deposition of dissolved gases, and by
the formation of corrosion products. Corrosion attacks on our cultural heritage
(e.g. in museums) and electronic corrosion are two important examples where in-
door atmospheric corrosion can have harmful and unwanted effects [Leygraf and
Graedel, 2000]. When indoor and outdoor conditions are compared, there are obvi-
ous differences in the environments, such as rain, dry-wet periods, illumination and
temperature variations. Indoor air flow rates are approximately 0.1-1 m/s, while
outdoor rates are 1-10 m/s [Leygraf and Graedel, 2000]. In addition, the humid-
ity variations are much smaller indoors than outdoors. Furthermore, differences
in the composition of corrosive gases are observed [Graedel, 1992]. In Table 1.1,
the concentrations of a selection of compounds are given, presented as geometrical
mean values of the observed range of concentrations in the respective environments,
together with Henry’s law constants [Leygraf, 2002, Bastidas and La Iglesia, 2007,
Graedel, 1992]. Outdoors, high concentrations of sulfates and chlorides are usually
the dominating factors affecting the corrosion together with the relative humidity
[Leygraf and Graedel, 2000]. The lower concentration of these compounds indoors
(Table 1.1), together with e.g. the lower humidity and slower air flow rate, are
responsible for the, in most cases, lower rate of corrosion of metals indoors than
outdoors [Rice et al., 1980, Graedel, 1989].

Table 1.1: Outdoor and indoor concentrations of corrosive species

Species Outdoor conc. (ppb) Indoor conc. (ppb) H(M/atm)
O3 33 18 1.8·10−2

H2O2 20 5 2.4·105

SO2 33 7 1.4
HCl 1.59 0.4 2.0·101

Cl2 <0.04 0.003 6.2·10−2

NO2 44 14 7.0·10−3

HNO3 6 3 9.1·104

HCHO 10 10 1.4·104

HCOOH 12 20 3.7·103

CH3COOH 8 20 8.8·103

The relative occurrence of organic compounds is higher indoors than outdoors
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(Table 1.1). Indoor emissions of organics come from many different sources, e.g.
lacquers, carpets, and furnishing [Weschler, 2004, Uhde and Salthammer, 2007],
and these contribute to high indoor concentrations. Several different factors in-
fluence the indoor organic atmospheric chemistry, e.g. ozone oxidation of organic
compounds [Weschler et al., 1992]. This leads to high concentrations of corro-
sive carboxylic acids which are aggressive toward many metals. Table 1.1 includes
formic (HCOOH) and acetic acid (CH3COOH), which have been concluded to be
of great importance in indoor atmospheric corrosion [Persson and Leygraf, 1995,
Graedel et al., 1986, Fukuda et al., 1991]. Acetic and formic acid have relatively
high Henry’s law coefficients (given by formula 1.1) and this leads to high equilib-
rium concentrations in the liquid phase.1

Copper and zinc are among the most extensively studied metals with regard
to corrosion induced by organic acids [Persson and Leygraf, 1995, Bastidas and
La Iglesia, 2007, Graedel, 1989, Graedel et al., 1986]. Indoor field studies of Cu and
Zn have concluded that carboxylates are the dominating corrosion products after
one year’s exposure in different types of indoor environments [Persson and Leygraf,
1995, Johansson et al., 1998, Johansson and Leygraf, 1999]. Chlorides and sulfates
were also found to contribute, although to a lesser extent. The relative humidity
(RH), in addition, was found to be highly important, as high a RH induced a faster
corrosion rate.

These field studies of indoor atmospheric corrosion have triggered research into
the fundamental mechanisms of indoor corrosion of Cu and Zn by carboxylic acids,
using model systems in laboratory experiments [Johnson et al., 2006, Johnson and
Leygraf, 2006a, Johnson et al., 2005, Johnson and Leygraf, 2006b, Johnson et al.,
2009, Gil and Leygraf, 2007, Bastidas and La Iglesia, 2007, Tyrode et al., 2005].
A motivation for studying these metals in detail is their high reactivity towards
organic acids.

In the work described in this thesis, atmospheric corrosion studies have been
undertaken by simplifying indoor corrosion of Zn to three main parameters; relative
humidity, formic acid, and acetic acid. The aim is to obtain a picture as complete
as possible from a mechanistic point of view of the initial atmospheric corrosion and
important factors in the subsequent growth during the first two days of exposure.
In-situ laboratory investigations are the experimental approach, where corroding
metal surfaces can be studied in detail as the atmospheric corrosion progresses.

The main parameters of the laboratory experiments are summarized in Table
1.2, comparing with field exposure conditions.

1There is however a range of reported values for these constants [Johnson et al., 1996].
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Table 1.2: Comparison between experimental parameters

Parameter Laboratory Field
Formic acid conc. 100 ppb ∼20 ppb
Acetic acid conc. 115 ppb ∼20 ppb
Humidity 0 or 90% RH 17-90% RH
Temperature 20 °C -3–25 °C
CO2 ∼20 ppm ∼600 ppm
Air velocity 0.04 m/s 0.1-1 m/s

Field parameterns obtained from [Persson and Leygraf, 1995] and Table 1.1.

The laboratory experimental conditions for the indoor corrosion of Zn are different
compared to field conditions. For example, the concentrations of formic and acetic
acid used in the laboratory experiments are higher than those of typical indoor
conditions. Indeed, in some cases, significantly higher concentrations than those
listed in Table 1.2 have been observed, for example in museums and churches, where
concentrations of hundreds of ppb of formic and acetic acid have been measured
[Gibson et al., 1997, Niklasson et al., 2008]. The laboratory experiments were per-
formed in dry (0% RH) or humid (90%) conditions, in order to investigate the
influence of water on the corrosion process.

Another difference between the laboratory experiments and field conditions is
the CO2 concentration. This was maintained at low levels in the laboratory ex-
periments in order to more clearly study the influence of the organic acids on the
atmospheric corrosion of Zn. Higher CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere are
expected to cause more corrosion products containing carbonates, and also a lower
pH in the adlayer.

The illumination conditions were different between the two environments de-
scribed in Table 1.2, as the laboratory experiments were performed in a dark ex-
perimental cell whereas field samples are exposed to ambient indoor light. As ZnO
is a photo-active material, the illumination is an important parameter to consider,
as it may accelerate corrosion [Zhang, 1996]. Different types of light sources are
employed by the experimental techniques, e.g. lasers, but their wavelengths are not
in the region of the bandgap of ZnO (∼3.4 eV = 365 nm). More details on the
exposure conditions are found in the experimental section in chapter 3.





Chapter 2

Theory

The main experimental techniques used in this work are based on vibrational spec-
troscopy, i.e. infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), confocal Raman
microspectroscopy, and vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS). The theo-
ries of these techniques will be presented in this order. Other experimental tech-
niques are described in shorter paragraphs in the Appendix.

2.1 Infrared spectroscopy

All molecules vibrate. A linear molecule has 3N-5 and a non-linear 3N-6 different
vibrations, where N is the number of atoms in the molecule. As the molecules
vibrate, they may give rise to a change in dipole moment resulting in absorption
of light. Infrared spectroscopy involves the study of the interaction between an
external electromagnetic field ( �E) and a dipole belonging to a molecular vibration
[Diem, 1993, Wilson Jr. et al., 1980]. If the frequency of the external electromag-
netic field is in resonance with a vibrational transition that gives rise to a change
in dipole moment (�μ), light will be absorbed. As the atoms in the molecule are dis-
placed by the external electrical field, their vibrations can be separated according
to the normal coordinates, Q. If small perturbations from the equilibrium positions
of the atoms are described by the normal coordinates, the induced dipole moment
is seen to depend on | δ�μδQ |. This gives the condition for a vibration to be infrared
active; there must be a net change in dipole moment for the vibration: | δ�μδQ |>0. A
permanent dipole is not enough. This can also be expressed quantum mechanically
as

μ = 〈ψ1|μ̂|ψ0〉 (2.1)

where μ is the result of the transition dipole moment integral, describing the
probability for a transition to occur between two vibrational quantum states, ψ0
and ψ1, and μ̂ is the dipole operator. This integral must non-zero in order for

9
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the transition to be infrared active. Accordingly, vibrational transitions occur at
discrete levels. Absorption of energy due to a vibrational transition can be written
as:

ΔE = h̄(ω1 − ω0) (2.2)

where ΔE is the change in energy between two vibrational states, h̄ is Planck’s
constant, and 1 and 0 two vibrational quantum states with angular frequencies
ω1 and ω0. Infrared absorption is schematically depicted in Figure 2.1 where two
different vibrational resonances are presented together with a resulting infrared
spectrum which has absorbance peaks at the respective resonance frequencies of
the transitions.

Infrared absorbance spectrum

A
bs

or
ba

nc
e

Frequency

<1>
<1’>

<0> <0’>

( 1- 0)
( 1’- 0’)

( 1- 0) ( 1’- 0’)

Figure 2.1. Desription of vibrational transitions between vibrational quantum levels 0
and 1, and 0’ and 1’, and the resulting infrared absorption spectrum.

Hence, information on the vibrational levels of the molecules is obtained by
observing absorption losses of the incident light. Detection of emission from dipoles
is also possible, but absorption losses are the most common method of observing
infrared vibrational transitions. The vibrational frequencies of the transitions are
in general in the infrared frequency range.

The intensity of an induced dipole of a vibrational transition has the following
dependence on the dipole moment and external electrical field, expressed both
classically and quantum mechanically
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Idip ∝ | δμ
δQ
·E|2 (2.3)

Idip ∝ |〈ψn|μ̂|ψm〉 · E|2 (2.4)

Beer-Lambert’s law is normally used to describe the infrared transmission spec-
troscopy results. The transmission is defined as a ratio of two intensities

T = I
I0

= 10−ε lC (2.5)

where T is the transmission, corresponding to the percentage of absorbed light
travelling through a substance. I is the intensity with the substance of interest
in the path of the external beam, and I0 is the background intensity without the
substance in the path of the beam. The symbol ε [mole/m] is the cross section of the
absorption, l [m] the path length and C[mole] the concentration of the substance
under investigation. This formula is commonly expressed as absorbance in order
to obtain a linear relationship between the concentration of the substance and the
detected signal

A = − log I
I0

= ε lC (2.6)

A schematic infrared absorption spectrum is depicted in Figure 2.1 (upper part)
for two different vibrations.

Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy
Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), is an infrared spectroscopy tech-
nique which is used to characterize thin films on metals. It is related to infrared
transmission spectroscopy, but it is more complicated [Greenler, 1966, 1969]. Infra-
red radiation is initially reflected off a metal substrate without any adsorbed ma-
terial, in order to obtain a background value. The reflectance off the surface with
material adsorbed onto it is subsequently measured. Information on the vibra-
tional transitions of the adsorbed species is then provided by observing peaks in
the absorption spectra, normally plotted as absorbance

A = − log R
R0

(2.7)

where R is the reflected intensity from the metal with material adsorbed on the
metal surface and R0 without.

By using grazing incidence angles and p-polarised light (polarised in the plane
of incidence), dipole moments perpendicular to the surface are almost exclusively
probed in IRAS [Greenler, 1966, 1969]. This is caused by the phase shift of infrared
light at a metallic surface surface beeing different for the s- (polarised parallel to
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the surface) and p-polarised components of the electrical field. The s-polarised light
undergoes almost a 180° phase shift, while the p-polarised is shifted close to 90°
for incident angles at around 70-80°. This results in a strong electrical field at the
surface for the p-component, while the s-component suffers destructive interference
between reflected and incident beams, thereby cancelling this component. This
can be demonstrated by plotting the absorption intensity, in principle given by
equation 2.3, for a reflected and incident beam interfering at a metallic surface for
both polarisations. The refractive index of Zn in the infrared region is used in
Figure 2.2 as an example of a metallic substrate.
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Figure 2.2. Left: Absorption intensity on a Zn surface for s- and p-polarised light, using
the refractive index 1.13+13.6i (at 3000 cm−1 for Zn).
Right: Phase shift of the s-and p-polarised light upon reflection from a Zn surface as a
function of incident angle.

The Figure 2.2 shows that the use of an incident angle of ∼75° and p-polarised
light enables IRAS to probe thin films of metals with high sensitivity, seen from
the strong p-polarised intensity. See Appendix (9.1) for more information on the
calculations.

The result in Figure 2.2 is often referred to as the surface selection rule. However,
if the substrate is a dielectric, the surface selection rule does not apply as the phase
shift at the surface does not lead to cancellation of the s-component. Although, for
layers of dielectric material on a metal surface, which are significantly thinner than
the wavelength of probing light, the reflective properties of the substrate are more
metallic than dielectric in nature [Moskovits, 1982, Dilella et al., 1980].

Regarding spectral shape, the IRAS spectra have similarities to infrared trans-
mission spectra, as material adsorbed in the layer on the metal produces a peak
in the absorption spectrum. There are however differences from a pure trans-
mission of the spectral response for IRAS. For example, IRAS exhibits shifts in
frequency due to dispersion of the refractive index close to a vibrational transition,
and this makes direct comparison between transmission and IRAS spectra difficult.
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The method usually used to compare transmission and IRAS spectra is to make
a Kramers-Kronig transformation of the transmission spectra, followed by calcu-
lations depending on the geometry and the structure of the adsorbed layers being
studied [Persson, 1994, Bertie and Zhang, 1992].
A comparision of the expressions in equations 2.7 and 2.6 shows that equation 2.7
is the same as the Beer-Lambert’s law. Hence the absorption is in general related
to the concentration of adsorbed species according to equation 2.6. However, this
relationship is not always valid in IRAS, which will be discussed below. If the
thickness of adsorbed material is much smaller than the wavelength of the exter-
nal electrical field, and the incident angles are less than 80°, the relative intensity
change detected in IRAS can be written as [Francis and Ellison, 1969]:

ΔR
R0

= 16πn1 sin θ tan θln10
n2

εCl (2.8)

where θ is the incidence angle of the light, n2 is the refractive index of the thin
film adsorbed onto the metal and n1 is the refractive index of the medium of the
incident beam. ΔR is defined as R− R0. Under these conditions, the relationship
between adsorbed material and concentration is linear. However, for thicker films,
and especially for strongly absorbing materials, the absorbance is no longer linearly
dependent on the concentration of adsorbed material [Greenler et al., 1971].

IRAS is a technique suitable for in-situ studies, although careful subtraction of
background signals originating from e.g. water vapor and carbon dioxide have to
be made. The development of polarisation-modulated IRAS has further improved
the sensitivity as the background signal is more easily subtracted [Blaudez et al.,
1993]. The in-situ capability together with the high surface sensitivity and the pos-
sibility of combining it with other techniques is a strength of IRAS, and it has been
successfully applied and verified by employing other quantitative techniques [Aas-
trup and Leygraf, 1997]. However, for very heterogeneous systems, where highly
localised adsorbed products on a substrate are studied, the interpretations of the
IRAS results is more difficult, since the assumption that the film is homogeneously
distributed on the surface is often used in interpretations of the results. One way
to simulate the IRAS response from a rough or heterogeneous substrate is by using
effective medium theory [Maxwell-Garnett, 1904, Zhang-Fei et al., 2008].

2.2 Raman spectroscopy

In Raman spectroscopy, vibrational levels of a molecule are examined, just as in
the case of infrared spectroscopy. However, the mechanism and selection rule are
different in the two vibrational techniques. The Raman scattering phenomenon was
experimentally discovered in 1928 by C.V. Raman [Raman and Krishnan, 1928].

When intense monochromatic light (usually from a laser source) illuminates a
substance, vibrational transitions can be observed as a result of inelastic scattering.
An incident photon with an energy much greater than the vibrational quantum will
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lose part of its energy to a molecular excitation. The incident photon is excited to
a virtual state. The new, inelastically scattered photon created from the decay of
this virtual state has an energy different from that of the incident photon. Hence,
different vibrational levels can be probed, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 [Diem, 1993,
Wilson Jr. et al., 1980].
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Figure 2.3. Upper: Schematic Raman spectrum. Lower: Stokes, Rayleigh, and anti-
Stokes lines corresponding to the Raman spectrum in the upper part.

The difference in frequency between the laser excitation source and the observed
levels correspond to a vibrational transition, independent of the frequency of the
excitation laser. As seen in Figure 2.3, bands are observed at lower and higher
frequencies than the exciting laser frequency. The bands at higher frequencies than
the exciting laser are called anti-Stokes lines, and the bands at lower frequencies
Stokes lines. The Rayleigh photons are the elastically scattered photons, represent-
ing the majority of the scattered photons. The higher intensity of the Stokes lines
is a result of the larger population of the ground state of a vibration, which the
Stokes photons excite, compared to the excited states with which the anti-Stokes
photons interact.

The scattered radiation is dependent on a change in the polarisability, α. Sim-
plified, the polarisability can be regarded as the response of the electron cloud of
a molecule to an external electrical field. As protons and electrons are displaced
oppositely with the respect to the external field, a dipole is induced. Thus, a
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molecular vibration must give rise to a change in polarisability in order to be Ra-
man active. Classically, the polarisability α, which is a tensor, is related to the
induced dipole moment �μ and the externally applied electrical field �E, if static
dipoles are disregarded, as:

�E = �E0 cosωt (2.9)

�μ = α�E (2.10)

Hence, the polarisability is modulated at the frequency of the molecular vibra-
tional motion. As stated in the section on infrared spectroscopy, the vibrations of
a molecule can be described according to the normal vibrational coordinates Q. By
expressing the polarisability as a Taylor-expansion for small deviations from the
equilibrium positions of the atoms, the following is obtained for the mth normal
coordinate, vibrating with the frequency ωm:

Q = Q0 cosωt (2.11)
μ = α+ (δα/δQm)Qm0 cosωmt+ ... (2.12)

μ = α0E0 cosωt+
1
2

(δα/δQm)Qm0 E0(cos (ω − ωm)t+ cos (ω + ωm)t) (2.13)

This first term in equation 2.13 is the Rayleigh scattered light which has the
same frequency as the incident light. The next term is the induced dipole moment
which has frequencies at ω−ωm and ω+ωm, corresponding to the Stokes and anti-
Stokes lines in Figure 2.3. Note also that the condition for a vibration to be Raman
active is |δα/δQm| > 0. The tensorial nature of the polarisability makes is possible
to use different combinations of polarisation of the excitation laser beam and the
detected radiation to give additional information. If the molecule is anisotropic,
the scattered radiation may not be co-linear with the excitation field, and 2.10 is
then written as:

⎡
⎣μxμy
μz

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣αxx αxy αxzαyx αyy αyz
αzx αzy αzz

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ExEy
Ez

⎤
⎦ (2.14)

In general, the scattered Raman intensity can be expressed

I ∝ I0ν4Nf(α2) (2.15)

where I0 is the intensity of the exciting light, which is normally in the visible region,
N the number of scattering molecules in a given state, and ν the frequency of the
exciting light. It is also a function of the polarisability.
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There are similarities between IRAS and Raman spectroscopy on metals, since
the square of the electrical field at the metal surface is also proportional to the
signal intensity in the case of Raman spectroscopy, seen in the dependence on I0 in
equation 2.15. However, the surface selection rule introduced in the IRAS section
is in general not as strong for Raman spectroscopy on a metal surface. This is
because of the lower reflection of visible light than that of infrared radiation on
metals [Moskovits, 1982]. Nevertheless, p-polarised light still dominates over the
s-component on metals in most cases, e.g on a Zn surface, as seen in Figure 2.4. The
calculations were performed in an analogous way to those for IRAS, by computing
the absorption intensity on the bare Zn surface for different angles of incidence. The
refractive index of Zn in the visible region (532 nm) was used. See the Appendix
9.1 for more details of the calculations.
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Figure 2.4. Left: Absorption intensity on a Zn surface for s- and p-polarised light, the
refractive index at 532 nm for Zn, 0.85+4.1i.
Right: Phase shift of the s-and p-polarised light upon reflection from a Zn surface as a
function of the incidence angle.

Another important factor for the signal intensity in Raman spectroscopy is the
direction of the scattered light, as an induced dipole scatters s- and p-polarised
light differently. Hence, the angle at which the scattered Raman signal is collected
is important for the signal intensity.[Moskovits, 1982].

In general, the scattered Raman intensity from a metal surface is much lower
than the IRAS intensity, as the change in polarisability is a weaker effect than infra-
red absorption. However, large improvements in sensitivity in Raman spectroscopy
are possible. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an example of such
a technique [Dornhaus et al., 1980, Kerker et al., 1980]. By roughening the metal
surface, usually consisting of Ag, local electrical fields can be strongly enhanced,
and this enhances the Raman signal by several orders of magnitude [Moskovits,
2005].
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Confocal Raman microspectroscopy

Confocal Raman microspectroscopy (CRM) is a technique which enables lateral
chemical mapping of a surface. Laser light impinges on a surface through a micro-
scope setup, and is collected by the same [Puppels et al., 1990, Tabaksblat et al.,
1992]. The excitation laser light is filtered to reach the detection system in the focal
plane. By collecting only light from the image plane, achieved by spatial filtering
with a fiber placed in the image plane of a confocal optical system, high lateral
resolution is achieved. This makes the measurement volumetric, with information
obtained only from the in-focus part of the sample, as this is the only Raman scat-
tered light that enters a fiber collecting light in the image plane. Thus, it is a
combination of confocal microscopy of Raman spectroscopy.

However, the surface sensitivity of CRM on metal surfaces is relatively low, as
near normal incidence angles are used to deliver the excitation beam, which implies
that the electric field is mainly polarized in the plane of the surface. Thus molecules
adsorbed directly on a metallic surface will give rise to weak signals in the geometry
used in CRM (Figure 2.4).

2.3 Nonlinear optics

Vibrational Sum Frequency Spectroscopy (VSFS) is an inherently surface-sensitive
vibrational spectroscopy technique developed by Y.R. Shen and co-workers in the
late 1980s [Shen, 1989a]. It has similarities to infrared and Raman spectroscopy,
as it can be viewed as the combination of these two processes. However, there
are differences between VSFS and both infrared and Raman spectroscopy. VSFS
is based on nonlinear optical effects which makes possible the summation of two
beams into one, which oscillates at the sum of the frequencies of the two incoming
beams. Therefore, nonlinear optics are here briefly introduced before the VSFS
section.

Nonlinear optics were pioneered by Bloembergen and coworkers in the 1960s
[Bloembergen et al., 1968, Armstrong et al., 1962]. In linear optics, the electrical
field response from a system is linearly dependent on the external field. This governs
many of the fundamentals of optics, such as reflection and refraction for example.
However, when the electrical field strength of the external field interacting with
a molecule is of the order of the forces which the electrons experience from the
nucleus, the response to the external field is nonlinear. To achieve this high electrical
field, short laser pulses are in general needed. In nonlinear optics, equation 2.10
describing an induced dipole moment, also includes higher order terms:

�μ = α�E + β : �E �E + γ : �E �E �E + ... (2.16)

where the coefficients β and γ are the first and second hyperpolarisibilities and the
notation β : �E �E denotes the sum

∑
j,k βijkEjEk. The expression in 2.16 can be
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rewritten using the dipole moment over unit volume �P . It is related to the electrical
field as �P = ε0χ(1) �E for a linear response:

�P = �P (1) + �P (2) + �P (3) + ... (2.17)

=ε0(χ(1) �E + χ(2) : �E �E + χ(3) : �E �E �E + ...) (2.18)

where χ(1) is the linear susceptibility, χ(2) the nonlinear second order suscep-
tibility, and χ(3) the third order susceptibility. In 2.18, it is evident that changes
in the frequency of the light generated from the induced polarisation �P compared
to the external field E are possible when higher order terms are included. If an
electrical field �E = �E0 cosωt is assumed, 2.18 can be expressed as

�P = ε0(χ(1) �E0 cosωt+ χ(2)( �E0 cosωt)2 + χ(3)( �E0 cosωt)3 + ...) (2.19)

Hence, the light emitted from the induced polarisation �P includes terms that
oscillate at 2ω and 3ω. For VSFS, the term of interest in equation 2.18 is �P (2).
Assuming that two laser electrical fields with frequencies ω1 and ω2, and neglecting
the time-dependence of the field, the induced polarisation �P (2) can be written as

�P (2) = ε0χ(2)( �E1 cosω1t+ �E2 cosω2t)2 (2.20)

The evaluation of this expression involves in several terms, and one in particular
involving an induced dipole moment oscillating at ω1 + ω2. This term is the sum
frequency generation (SFG). The symmetry properties of χ(2) enables VSFS to
become surface specific. A third rank tensor, such as χ(2), changes sign upon
inversion, expressed as

χ
(2)
ijk = −χ(2)

−i−j−k (2.21)

Moreover, in centrosymmetric environment, all directions are equivalent. Hence,
χ(2) must have the same value for two opposite directions, χ(2)

ijk = χ(2)
−i−j−k. By

combining this expression with equation 2.21 it is concluded that χ(2) is only non-
zero in non-centrosymmetric environments. The interface between two isotropic
media is such an environment, since the symmetry is broken for molecules situated
at the interface. Hence, the sum frequency signal will in this case originate only
from interfacial species.

The third order tensor χ(2) has 27 elements. These represent the different polar-
ization combinations of the three beams involved in the sum frequency generation:
infrared (IR), visible (vis) and sum frequency (sf), written as χ(2)

sf,vis,IR. However,
by assuming that the directions in the plane of the surface are invariant, the num-
ber of combinations with a nonzero χ(2) are drastically reduced when using the
symmetry properties in 2.21. Only seven χ(2) elements remain, of which four are
equivalent on an isotropic surface:
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χ(2)
zzz, χ

(2)
zxx = χ(2)

zyy, χ
(2)
xxz = χ(2)

yyz, χ
(2)
xzx = χ(2)

yzy (2.22)

2.4 Vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy

Having introdues nonlinear optics to provide a theoretical background for under-
standing VSFS, let us turn to the details of this technique. A large number of
interesting interfacial phenomena can be studied by VSFS because of its inter-
face sensitivity. In principle, all interfaces accessible to light can be studied by
VSFS. A few examples of interfaces studied are: air/water [Superfine et al., 1991],
oil/water [Knock et al., 2003], metal/liquid [Guyotsionnest and Tadjeddine, 1990],
and metal/air [Bain, 1995]. In addition, the orientation of molecules can be de-
duced by combining results from different polarisation combinations [Zhuang et al.,
1999, Hirose et al., 1992]. Furthermore, as VSFS is in principle non-destructive and
operates at ambient pressures and temperatures, in-situ studies are possible.
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Figure 2.5. Upper: a schematic VSFS spectrum corresponding to the transitions in the
lower part of the figure. Description of the sum frequency process. Lower: the summation
of infrared and visible beams for two infrared transitions.

The sum frequency process can be regarded as infrared absorption in combi-
nation by anti-Stokes Raman scattering, as presented in Figure 2.5. Thus, it is a
combination of that which is seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.3. By tuning the infrared
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Figure 2.6. Beams involved in the sum frequency generation for a copropagating geom-
etry.

beam to different frequencies, a sum frequency vibrational spectrum is subsequently
obtained with an enhanced intensity at vibrational transitions. This is schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 2.5 for two infrared transitions.

Figure 2.6 depicts the incoming beams and the resulting sum frequency beam
for a co-propagating geometry, which is normally employed in VSFS experiments.
In VSFS, these two beams creating the sum frequency signal on the surface are
normally in the infrared and visible regions, respectively. The refractive index of
the media from which the beam impinge on the surface i n1, the interfacial layer
has n′, and n2 is the refractive index of the medium below the interface.

The emitted sum frequency light is coherent, in contrast to the infrared absorp-
tion and Raman scattering. The momentum parallel to the surface is conserved,
allowing the sum frequency beam to be expressed as:

ωsf sin θsf = ωvis sin θvis + ωIR sin θIR. (2.23)

where the angles (θ) and frequencies (ω) of the beams are given in Figure 2.6. Thus,
the direction of the sum frequency beam is given by the angles of incidence of the
visible and infrared beam, together with their frequencies. The polarisation of the
beams involved are expressed either as s- or p-polarised. The p-polarised light is
in the x-z plane (the plane of incidence), and the s-polarised is in the plane of the
surface (x-y plane). The possible combinations of χ(2) in 2.22 can be rewritten
using this formalism. They include the elements in 2.22 as:
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χ(2)
ppp (χ(2)

zzz , χ
(2)
zxx, χ

(2)
xxz, χ

(2)
xzx)

χ(2)
ssp (χ(2)

yyz)

χ(2)
sps (χ(2)

yzy)

χ(2)
pss (χ(2)

zyy)

Using perturbation theory, the hyperpolarisability, β (introduced in 2.16), is seen
to depend on the Raman and infrared transition moments of a vibration. If ωvis is
far away from electronic transitions. The hyperpolarisability can then be expressed
as:

βαβγ = 1
2h̄

MαβSγ
ωi − ωIR − iΓ

(2.24)

where Sγ is the infrared transition moment, similar that given in 2.1, and Mαβ
is the Raman transition moment. The term Γ is the reciprocal of the relaxation
time of the vibrational transition, ωi is the frequency of the infrared beam (which
is varied to obtain the VSFS spectrum), and ωIR is the frequency of the transition.
Hence, as ωIR and ωi are close, β is enhanced. The second order susceptibility χ(2)

is proportional to N, the number of molecules, and the net average of β over all
orientations as

χ(2) = N〈β〉
ε0

(2.25)

The averaged transition moments for β (given in 2.24) together with the number
of molecules N , can be included in a single term A, which is then proportional to
the amplitude of a transition. If there are more than one transition, the resonant
part is expressed as a sum of these transitions:

χ(2) = χ(2)
nr + χ(2)

r (2.26)

χ(2) = χ(2)
nr +

n∑
i

Ai
ωi − ωIR − iΓi

(2.27)

As seen in 2.26, χ(2) includes contributions from both resonant (χ(2)
r ) and non-

resonant terms (χ(2)
nr ). The resonant term includes the contribution from the vi-

brational resonances that are probed by the change in infrared frequency, while
the non-resonant term is a sum frequency signal from other types of contributions,
without frequency dependence, for example surface plasmons in the case of metal
surfaces.
In general, the intensity of the sum frequency generated light can be written as
[Shen, 1989b]:
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Isf (ωsf ) =
8π3 sec θsf

c3n1(ωsf )n1(ωvis)n1(ωIR)
|χ(2)
eff |2IIR(ωIR)Ivis(ωvis) (2.28)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, n1 is the refractive index in the medium
of the incoming beams, and the angles θ, are given in Figure 2.6. The χ(2)

eff which
includes the Fresnel correction factors, �L is also included. It can be expressed using
the permitted polarisation combinations of χ(2) as

χ
(2)
eff,ssp = Lyy(ωsf )Lyy(ωvis)Lzz(ωir) sin θirχ(2)

yyz (2.29a)

χ
(2)
eff,sps = Lyy(ωsf )Lzz(ωvis)Lyy(ωir) sin θvisχ(2)

yzy (2.29b)

χ
(2)
eff,pss = Lzz(ωsf )Lyy(ωvis)Lyy(ωir) sin θsfχ(2)

zyy (2.29c)

χ
(2)
eff,ppp = −Lxx(ωsf )Lxx(ωvis)Lzz(ωir) cos θsf cos θvis sin θsfχ(2)

xxz

− Lxx(ωsf )Lzz(ωvis)Lxx(ωir) cos θsf sin θvis cos θsfχ(2)
xzx

+ Lzz(ωsf )Lxx(ωvis)Lxx(ωir) sin θsf cos θvis cos θsfχ(2)
zxx

+ Lzz(ωsf )Lzz(ωvis)Lzz(ωir) sin θsf sin θvis sin θsfχ(2)
zzz (2.29d)

The L-factors originate from the Fresnel equations which relate the incoming
field to the field created at the interface by the non-linear polarisation produced at
the interface [Shen, 1989b, Heinz, 1982].

Lxx =
(
Ep
Ep0

)
x

= 2n1 cos(θt)
n2 cos(θr) + n1 cos(θt)

(2.30)

Lyy =
(
Ep
Ep0

)
y

= 2n1 cos(θr)
n2 cos(θt) + n1 cos(θr)

(2.31)

Lzz =
(
Ep
Ep0

)
z

= 2n2 cos(θr)
n2 cos(θr) + n1 cos(θt)

(n1
n′
)2

(2.32)

To summarize, there are several general prerequisites for generating a sum fre-
quency signal from an interface (valid under the dipole approximation, and also
assuming that the visible ligt is far from electronic transitions):

• A non-centrosymmetric environment (deduced from 2.21).

• A molecular vibration with non-zero infrared and Raman transition moments
(see 2.24).

• A net orientatation of the molecules (see 2.25).
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VSFS on a metal surface
VSFS on metals is here discussed further, as VSFS was applied on these types of sur-
faces in the work presented in this thesis. For metal surfaces, the non-resonant term
of χ(2) affects the spectral shape, as it is usually of the same order of magnitude as
the resonant contributions. It is also a complex number with a phase different from
that of the resonant term [Bain, 1995]. The properties of the resonant contribution
to the VSFS signal will first be described in order to facilitate an understanding
of this change in spectral shape. In Figure 2.7, the real and imaginary part, and
phase of the resonant part of a vibration at 2900 cm−1, using formula 2.26 without
any non-resonant part, is plotted as an example of the properties of a vibrational
transition. Note that the phase changes 180° over the vibrational resonance.

Figure 2.7. The real, and imaginary parts of the resonant contribution to the sum
frequency signal, as well as the phase variation (δ(ω)) of the vibration across the transition.
Numbers used: Γ=12 cm−1, A=1, and ωir=2900 cm−1.

When there is a non-resonant contribution, the non-resonant and resonant terms
in equation 2.26 interfere. Since the sum frequency intensity is proportional |χ(2)|2,
this can be written as the following [Bain, 1995]:

Isf ∝ |χ(2)|2 = ||χ(2)
nr | exp−iε+|χ(2)

r | exp−iδ(ω) |2 (2.33)

The cross term from the above expression: ||χ(2)
r |χ(2)

nr | cos (ε− δ(ω))| describes
the interference between the resonant and non-resonant contributions. Hence, the
phase difference (ε − δ(ω)) alters the spectral shape as the phase of the resonant
term changes across the transition. Equation 2.33 is plotted in Figure 2.8, for
different values of ε relative to the change in phase of the resonant contribution, as
an example of this interference.

As seen in Figure 2.8, the interference between resonant and non-resonant con-
tributions alters the VSFS spectral shapes, depending on the phase difference be-
tween them. For example, gold has a phase close to 90° relative to the resonant
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Figure 2.8. Changes in VSFS spectral shape for different phases (ε) of the non-resonant
background with respect to the phase of the resonant contribution across a transition.
Numbers used: Γ=12 cm−1, A=1, and ωir=2900 cm−1, |χ(2)

nr |=1.

contribution, when a 532 nm visible beam is used and a co-propagating geometry,
which results in dips at the resonance for molecules are pointing away from the
surface [Bain, 1995]. A change in polar orientation of the molecule at the surface
results in a phase change of 180°, and this changes the spectral shape from dips
to peaks under the circumstances previously described (532 nm visible beam and
co-propagating geometry).

Regarding the surface selection once more, the cancellation of s-polarized light
on a metal surface upon reflection also applies to VSFS on a metal surface, as the
sum frequency intensity is includes an infrared and a visible beam impinging on
the surface. In the experimental setup used in this work, an incident angle of 63°
was used for the infrared beam. As can be concluded from Figure 2.2, where Zn
was used as the metal substrate, this angle gives a very low infrared intensity at
the surface for s-polarised light. Several terms in 2.22 then give rise to a very low
VSFS signal as the infrared intensity is virtually zero at the surface, namely those
with s-polarised infrared terms: χ(2)

pss and χ(2)
sps. This leaves χ(2)

ppp and χ(2)
ssp, where

the latter term is small as it includes s-polarised light in the visible region. An
incidence angle of 55° was used for the visible beam in this work. As seen in Figure
2.4, the intensity of the s-polarised light is significantly lower than the p-polarised
part. Hence, the ppp polarisation combination gives in general the strongest sum
frequency signal from metals. The L-factors in (2.30) describes this behaviour of
the electrical fields at the surface for VSFS. Note that the VSFS intensity also
depends on several other factors, indicated in 2.28.



Chapter 3

Experimental

In this chapter the sample preparation, details on the exposures of Zn to organic
acids are described, in addition to the experimental details of VSFS, CRM, and
IRAS. Experimental descriptions of other methods used in this work can be found
in the Appendix 9.3.

3.1 Sample preparation

Sample preparation of Zn for atmospheric corrosion experiments
Polycrystalline zinc (Goodfellow, 99.99% purity) was used as sample material. The
zinc samples were rectangular with an area of 2 cm2 and a thickness of 1 mm.
They were abraded with SiC grit paper, from 500 mesh in steps down to 4000
mesh. Diamond polishing was subsequently applied with particle sizes of 3 μm,
1 μm, and, finally, 0.25 μm. In order to remove residual diamond particles, each
sample was sonicated in ethanol for five minutes after each diamond polishing step.
After the diamond polishing, the sample was sonicated twice in pure ethanol for
five minutes and finally rinsed with pure water (obtained from a Millipore RiOs-8
and Milli-Q PLUS purification system, filtered through a 0.2 μm Millipak filter,
resistivity 18.2 MΩ·cm−1). The sample was then dried with nitrogen gas and
inserted into the sample cell.

XPS data revealed that the samples contained mainly Zn and O, together with
smaller amounts of C. Thus, an oxidised Zn surface with small amounts of hydro-
carbon contamination was the starting surface for the experiments.

Sample preparation for octadecanethiol monolayers on Zn
The two different types of substrate (reduced and oxidised Zn) were prepared by
electrochemical methods. First, the Zn (Goodfellow, 99.999% purity) was abraded
with SiC paper and then diamond polished down to 0.25 μm size. The Zn was
sonicated in ethanol for five minutes after each diamond polishing step. After the
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final polishing step, the zinc was sonicated in acetone for 10 minutes, and finally
rinsed with ethanol and water. Two different methods were then applied to the Zn
sample. Oxidation was performed in 0.5 M NaOH at -0.95 V vs. Ag/AgCl until a
total charge of 300 mC/cm2 had been obtained. The potential -0.95 V corresponds
to a potential at which zinc is passivated. A reduced Zn surface was prepared
by electrostatic reduction for 30 min in either 0.5 M NaClO4 at -1.25 V, 0.5 M
NaOH at -1.65 V or in 0.1 M LiCl at -1.3 V. All potentials are with respect to
the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. These potentials coincide with the reduction of
Zn oxide. After the electrochemical surface modification, the samples were quickly
rinsed with ethanol and immediately immersed in the ethanolic octadecanethiol
(ODT) solution.

3.2 Generation of corrosive gases and exposure conditions

The corrosive air was generated by mixing three different flows; one dry, one humid,
and one dry containing either formic acid or acetic acid. The dry air was generated
by a Zander KEA adsorption dryer, and several filters. The concentration of CO2
was ca. 20 ppm in the generated air. The water was obtained from a Millipore RiOs-
8 and Milli-Q PLUS purification system, filtered through a 0.2 μm Millipak filter
with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm−1. The formic and acetic acids were generated
by a permeation tube (Vici Metronics) at concentrations of 100 ppb and 115 ppb
at the flow rates of the experiment. See the Appendix 9.2 for more details on the
determination of the acid concentrations. The three different gas flows were mixed
so that the relative humidity (RH) could be controlled between 0 and 100% and the
flow velocity was approximately 4 cm/s along the sample surface, assuming laminar
flow. This flow rate is equivalent to a wind velocity of stagnant indoor conditions.
The total flow rate was 1200 cm3/min. The relative humidity was measured with a
Hygroclip probe (Swema, Sweden) with an accuracy of ±1.5% RH. Exposures were
conducted at controlled temperatures (19 ±1.5° C) and repeated as triplicates.

The sample cell used in the VSFS experiments is depicted in Figure 3.1. A CaF2
window was used for the incoming beams when measuring in the CH region and
a BaF2 window for the carbonyl region. The cell was constructed from Teflon®.
The gas entered from the top and the flow was split and did not hit the sample
directly. There was two symmetrically placed outlets for the cell, positioned three
mm above the sample. A very similar geometry used was in in-situ atmospheric
corrosion experiments based on IRAS, shown in Figure 3.2.

Experiments were performed by exposing Zn samples to formic acid and humid
air in the VSFS cell, and then measuring them with IRAS, resulting in absorbances
matching compared to the performed in the IRAS exposure chamber. Hence, the
exposure conditions in the VSFS and IRAS experiments are comparable.
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Figure 3.1. The experimental cell used for in-situ VSFS experiments.
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Figure 3.2. The experimental cell used for in-situ IRAS experiments.
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3.3 Details of the experimental techniques

Vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy

Nd:Yag
laser

OPG/OPA

Half-wave plate

Half-wave plateInfrared,
2.5-12 m

Monochromator

PM tube

Boxcar

SF signal

VSFS cell

Averaged SF signal

Computer

1064 nm, 
30 mJ

Visible, 
532 nm

Figure 3.3. The VSFS setup

The VSFS experimental setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.3. An
Ekspla Nd:YAG picosecond laser (PL2143/20) was employed, with an output wave-
length of 1064 nm, 24 ps long pulses, and a repetition rate of 20 Hz. It is
active/passive mode locked. The laser pumps an optical parametric generator/optical
parametric amplifier (OPG/OPA) from Laservision. The pumping energy is around
30 mJ. The visible beam is produced by frequency doubling of the fundamental 1064
nm in a potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal, subsequently generating a 532
nm output. Part of the 532 nm is used as a pump in the first stage of the OPA/OPG.
This stage consists of two angle-tuned KTP crystals. The generated idler (1.2-1.6
μm) from this stage is used in the second step to produce mid-IR frequencies by
difference frequency mixing together with a part of the 1064 nm beam.

The energy of the generated IR beam is approximately 300 μJ and the band-
width is ∼7 cm−1 in the 2800-3100 cm−1 region. For frequencies lower than 2000
cm−1, the energy was ∼40 μJ. In the experiments in the CH-region, the IR beam
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was unfocused, the size was about 2 mm in diameter. The visible beam was 5 mm
cm in diameter in order to avoid sample damage. For the experiments in the region
below 2000 cm−1, where the IR energy was considerably lower, the IR beam was
softly focused 2 cm behind the sample with a +200 mm BaF2 lens.

The infrared wavelength was scanned in increments of 1 cm−1/s by four (five
for frequencies lower than 2000 cm−1) computer-controlled DC motors. The beam
configuration was that of a co-propagating geometry, with the visible and IR beams
having incidence angles of 55° and 63° respectively.

The generated sum frequency beam was passed through a band-pass filter
(Omega Optical) to remove residual 532 nm light and then focused into the slits of
a monochromator (Jobin Yvon). The dispersed signal was collected by a photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) from Hamamatsu (R3788). The signal was averaged by a gated,
integrated boxcar (Stanford Research Instruments, SR250) and sent to a Labview
program (National Instruments). The IR beam was blocked before each scan (no
sum frequency generated), to obtain a baseline signal. A small part of the IR and
visible beams was directed into energy meters (Molectron energy meter EPM2000
and J5-09 Probes) in order to be able to take into account fluctuations in energy to
normalize the SFG response. As a reference for day-to-day changes in intensities of
the sum frequency signal, a spectrum of a clean gold surface was taken before each
sample, and used for normalization (paper I). For papers V and VI, spectra from
ODT-covered gold substrates were used to normalise intensities between different
days. Between the experiments these samples were stored in a dark, dry and sealed
environment, which kept them stable over several months. The wavelength- and
polarisation-dependence of filters, monochromator, and photomultiplier were also
taken into account.

The intensity, Isf , of the obtained VSFS spectra were fitted to a Lorentzian
function with Origin software (equation 3.1).

Isf ∝ |χ(2)
nr +

n∑
i

Ai
ωi − ωIR − iΓi

|2 (3.1)

where n is the number of vibrational resonances in the spectrum, ωi is the peak
wavenumber of the ith vibrational resonance, A is the amplitude of the vibration,
ω is the infrared frequency of the light and Γ the damping constant. χ(2)

nr is the
non-resonant, complex valued, background that originates from the substrate.

SFG microscope

The details of the VSFS setup have been described in detail in the work of Cimatu et
al. [Cimatu and Baldelli, 2006]. Briefly, the sum frequency beam was imaged onto
a holographic reflective grating by two camera lenses. The microscope collected
the intermediate image from the grating using a 10x objective for magnification
and a tube lens for collimation. A Roper CCD camera with a 1024 x 1024 pixel
array was used for detection. Images were acquired by continuously scanning the
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IR at 0.02 cm−1/s and accumulating 5000 shots on the camera which provided one
image/5 cm−1. The images were stacked in ImageJ, and integration through the
stack produced an SFG spectrum from those pixels in the region of interest. The
field of view was 1 mm x 1 mm and the lateral resolution was ∼10 μm.

IRAS
The IRAS experiments were performed in-situ using a Digilab FTS 40 Pro FTIR
spectrometer. The beam is directed into an external chamber with CdTe windows.
The beam is p-polarized and strikes the sample at grazing incidence (around 78°
from the surface normal). A nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
detector is used as detector, and the spectra were obtained at a resolution 4 cm−1

and 1024 scans were collected for each spectrum. The zinc samples were kept in
dry air for 30 min and a background spectrum was collected. After this, the sample
was put in humid air (90% RH) for 30 min and another background spectrum was
collected. The sample was then exposed to the corrosive environment, and the
collected spectra were corrected with the appropriate background spectrum. In
this way, the spectra were obtained in absorbance units, -log(R/R0), where R is
the reflectivity of the sample and R0 the reflectivity of the background. With the
help of this method for background subtraction, the absorption losses due to water
in the chamber could be accounted for. To obtain the amplitudes of the vibrational
resonances, a standard Lorentzian function was fitted to the the spectra.

Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectrometer in reflection configuration

The Raman Spectrometer in a reflection configuration is in essence similar to the
Total Internal Reflection Raman spectrometer described in detail previously [Ty-
rode et al., 2008]. Briefly, a highly stable 532 nm laser (Quantum lasers) is delivered
to the sample in an external reflection configuration that allows varying the beam
size and angle of incidence from 45 to 90 degrees. The excitation source’s power
and incident polarization are precisely controlled with a set of halfwave plates and
polarizers. The Raman scattered light is collected using ultralong high numerical
aperture objectives attached to a modified upright Axio microscope from Zeiss. The
scattered light is then passed through a sharp long pass filter that blocks the 532
nm light and finally focused to a spectrograph (Shamrock- Andor) and detected
with a CCD camera (Newton 940-Andor). The setup is particularly efficient for
detecting scattered light by dipole oscillating in the plane of the surface.

Confocal Raman microspectroscopy

The CRM were performed with a WITec alpha300 system. The scan range for one
image was normally 40 x 40 microns and a 532 nm laser was used for excitation.
The measurements were performed ex-situ and the integration time per Raman
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spectra were in the order of 5-10 ms. A Nikon objective, Nikon NA0.9 NGC, was
used for the measurements together with a pinhole with 100 micron diameter. This
resulted in a lateral resolution of ∼300 nm and a vertical resolution of around 2
microns. When necessary, a second order baseline correction was applied to the
spectra in order to obtain a more flat baseline.





Chapter 4

Monitoring the growth of two- and
three-dimensional corrosion products using
vibrational spectroscopy

Atmospheric corrosion of metals is complex and involves different processes in four
phases and at three interfaces (Figure 1.1). These processes are generally not homo-
geneous. Initially adsorbed surface species may be assembled in a two-dimensional
structure, followed by detachment of metal ions and precipitation of corrosion prod-
ucts, normally forming three-dimensional structures. Accordingly, it is highly desir-
able to be able to separately study these types of structures in order to understand
initial atmospheric corrosion on a molecular level. It was shown in paper V that by
using three different vibrational spectrosocpy techniques, a surface specific (VSFS),
a near-surface sensitive (IRAS), and a more bulk-probing technique (CRM), mon-
itoring the growth of these two different types of structures of corrosion products
was possible. These techniques were applied to investigate Zn exposed to acetic
acid, under both humid and dry conditions.

VSFS was not sensitive to the three-dimensional corrosion products formed as
Zn was exposed to acetic acid in humid or dry air and, as a consequence, probed
only acetate compounds adsorbed in a two-dimensional structure. VSFS detected
similar Zn acetate compounds during both dry and humid exposures and acetic
acid, as both had a symmetric CH3 stretch at 2935 cm−1 (Figure 4.1, upper left).
The VSFS amplitude of these acetate compounds showed a fast adsorption followed
by leveling off, during the exposure periods in humid or dry air (Figure 4.1, lower).
Scattering of light from aggregates formed on the surface during the corrosion, and
cancellation of sum frequency generation from bulk corrosion products, impeded
VSFS signals from the three-dimensional structures.

IRAS and CRM detected different compounds in exposures of Zn to acetic acid
in either dry or humid air. Zn hydroxy acetate (Zn5(OH)8(CH3COO)2·4H2O) and
ZnO was found in exposure in humid air and acetic acid by both IRAS and CRM,
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Figure 4.1. Upper: Spectra from VSFS, IRAS, and Raman spectroscopy for 48 h of
exposures of Zn in 115 ppb acetic acid in either humid or dry air. VSFS and IRAS
spectra collected in-situ. Spectra were offset for clarity. Lower: Normalised CH3 stretching
amplitudes of Zn acetate (VSFS) and Zn hydroxy acetate (IRAS and Raman) following
exposure of Zn in 115 ppb acetic acid in either humid (squares) or dry air(triangles).
Raman spectra were obtained from a 1 x 1 mm area on several spots on each sample.
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and a non-hydrated Zn acetate was detected in exposure in dry air and acetic acid
by IRAS (Figure 4.1, upper). This was mainly concluded from the vibrations in
the carboxylate region (1300-1600 cm−1). IRAS and CRM could collect signal from
a wider frequency range than VSFS, hence the detection of ZnO, which is at 570
cm−1. Both the fact that the compounds found by IRAS and CRM in exposures of
Zn to acetic acid in dry or humidified conditions were different from that detected
by VSFS, and the observation of the increasing amplitudes from Zn acetate species
during the exposure time (Figure 4.1, lower), led to the conclusion that IRAS and
CRM probed three-dimensional the Zn acetate corrosion products.

IRAS can under favorable conditions detect reaction products of monolayer
thickness, corresponding to a two dimensional growth (see the IRAS theory section).
However, signals from the three-dimensional products of Zn hydroxy acetate were
seen to dominate over the contribution from two-dimensional Zn acetate, thereby
demonstrating the capability of IRAS as a near-surface sensitive probe for more
three-dimensional corrosion products.

CRM detected three-dimensional aggregates of bulk character (Figure 4.2), and
is accordingly not as sensitive as IRAS for detection of Zn acetate corrosion prod-
ucts formed on the Zn surface during exposure to acetic acid. The detection of
localised Zn hydroxy acetate were seen to directly correlate with findings of aggre-
gates in an optical microscope. As observed in Figure 4.1 (lower) it took around 12
hours of exposure to acetic acid and humid air before any CRM signal was detected,
compared to IRAS, which observed Zn hydroxy acetate within 30 min. The lower
sensitivity was also seen in CRM’s inability to detect aggregates following exposures
of Zn to dry air and acetic acid. As explained in the Raman theory section, the

Figure 4.2. Color-coded Raman images for Zn exposed to 115 ppb acetic acid for 48 h
in humid (left), and dry conditions (right). Purple colour represents Zn hydroxy acetate
(integrated 2850-3000 cm−1) and blue colour ZnO (300-650 cm−1). The image size is 40
x 40 μm.
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use of near-normal incidence angles in CRM will decrease the surface sensitivity of
this technique. It was possible, however, to obtain CRM spectra of locally formed,
reaction products of bulk character with a lateral resolution of around 300 nm using
CRM (Figure 4.2). Here, two different parts of the CRM spectra, one containing a
ZnO vibration and one a Zn hydroxy acetate vibration, were integrated and colour-
coded at each pixel in the image, in order to distinguish the respective compounds
on the surface.

To summarize, the combination of VSFS, IRAS and CRM was found to be
valuable when studying a metal surface interacting with a corrosive atmosphere.
Information obtained from the techniques was complementary, enabling monitoring
of two-dimensional (using VSFS) and three-dimensional (IRAS) corrosion products
under in-situ conditions, as well as on the lateral distribution of macroscopic ag-
gregates (CRM), performed ex-situ (Figure 4.3). This allows monitoring of both
the fast, initial adsorption of species in atmospheric corrosion of Zn (using VSFS),
and the precipitation of corrosion products (IRAS and CRM).

Confocal Raman microspectroscopy
(CRM, lateral distribution of 
bulk reaction products)

Infrared reflection absorption 
spectroscopy
(IRAS, near-surface sensitive)

Vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy 
(VSFS, interface sensitive)

Oxide

Zinc

Aqueous adlayer

Atmosphere

Zn hydroxy
acetate Interfacial Zn

acetate species

Figure 4.3. Capabilities of VSFS, IRAS, and CRM for detection of Zn acetate corrosion
products as Zn is exposed to humidified air with acetic acid.



Chapter 5

Indoor atmospheric corrosion of zinc
induced by organic acids

This chapter is a summary of the results presented in papers II-VI, which are all
focused on the initial atmospheric corrosion of Zn induced by acetic and formic
acid. The framework for investigations of atmospheric corrosion of Zn that was
elaborated in chapter 4 (paper V) is used in the chapter, allowing monitoring of
corrosion products growing in two dimensions, probed by VSFS, and those in three
dimensions, detected with IRAS and CRM. First however a description of the aque-
ous adlayer and surface hydroxyl groups and their interaction with the formate and
acetate ligands is described, representing the starting point in the onset of atmo-
spheric corrosion.

5.1 Surface hydroxyl groups and ligand exchange on zinc

As discussed in the Introductory chapter, the ubiquitous aqueous adlayer and hy-
droxylated oxide surface play crucial roles in atmospheric corrosion. Hence, a de-
tailed knowledge of the properties of the water film and surface hydroxyls in the
initial atmospheric corrosion of Zn is very important.

Multi-layers of water were detected on Zn in humid N2 (90% RH) by VSFS
under in-situ conditions. Two main bands, corresponding to a free OH vibration
(vibrating at the air/liquid interface) and a broad hydrogen-bonded OH band from
water and hydroxide species were observed (paper IV). It was confirmed that the
hydroxylated Zn in dry N2 was heterogeneous, hosting a variety of sites for OH
adsorption. Several Zn-OH stretching vibrations were detected in the region 3600-
3700 cm−1, together with evidence of molecular water on the surface as seen from
the resonance at 3700 cm−1 (Figure 5.1, lower left)[Noei et al., 2008, Wang et al.,
2006].

The exposure of the hydroxylated Zn to formic acid was seen to correlate with
the disappearance of most of the surface OH groups within a short exposure time
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Figure 5.1. VSFS spectra of Zn exposed to 100 ppb formic acid in dry N2 for different
exposure times. Left: OH stretching region. Right: CH stretching region. Note that the
two series of spectra represent two different experiments, although conducted in the same
way. The polarisation used for the VSFS beams was ppp. Spectra have been offset for
clarity.

(Figure 5.1, left). It was confirmed that formic acid initiated this disappearance
from experiments in the CH stretching region, where a Zn formate was detected
(see Figure 5.1, right). Thus, it was concluded that the first step in the atmospheric
corrosion of Zn exposed to formic acid includes a ligand exchange between surface
OH groups and formate. It is assumed that an analogous reaction takes place in
the case of Zn exposed to acetic acid.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations showed that the formate is ad-
sorbsed in a bridging bidentate configuration on a ZnO substrate (Figure 5.2). This
was performed by simulating the interaction between water, formate, and a hydrox-
ylated ZnO(101̄0) surface (paper II). Zero, one, or two explicit water molecules did
not have an effect on the resulting formate configuration. A standing up configu-
ration of the formate with the oxygen atoms in the plane of the surface was also
observed in VSFS results, as concluded from the strong symmetrical COO− band
and very weak asymmetrical COO− band (see paper III). As discussed in the The-
ory chapter (VSFS on metals), mainly dipoles perpendicular to the surface will
give rise to sum frequency signals from metals when using the ppp polarisation
employed in these experiments. Thus, the amplitude of the carboxylate stretches,
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Figure 5.2. Resulting configuration from DFT calculations for a ZnO (100) cluster
representation and a hydroxylated layer upon interaction with a formate ion (HCOO−)
together with an implicit water solvate model. Red spheres are oxygen, blue-grey zinc,
white hydrogen, and grey spheres represent carbon atoms.

which have perpendicular dipole moments, will give an indication on the orientation
of the formate.

A minor formate species was also observed, adsorbed in a monodentate config-
uration following exposure of Zn to formic acid (paper III). It was more prominent
when the environment was changed from humid to dry conditions after adsorption
had taken place. These changes were seen to be reversible, following the changes
in relative humidity. This again emphasizes the fact that the Zn surface was het-
erogeneous with a range of different surface sites available for adsorption.

5.2 Two-dimensional growth

As concluded in chapter 4, VSFS probes the Zn acetate adsorbed in two-dimensional
structures, during the initial stages of the atmospheric corrosion, when Zn is ex-
posed to acetic acid. This was also observed in the case of Zn exposed to formic
acid. The Zn formate detected by VSFS was different from the Zn hydroxy formate
seen with CRM and IRAS for exposures of Zn to formic acid (paper VI).

The initial growth of two-dimensional films of Zn acetate and Zn formate had
basically no dependence on the humidity, as their respective VSFS amplitudes for
exposures in dry or humid conditions were found to be similar (Figure 5.3, left).
Hence, transport of ionic species through the aqueous adlayer played no critical
part in this two dimensional film growth.

The first step in the initial atmospheric corrosion of Zn induced by formic and
acetic acid can thus be described in the following way for dry (5.1) and humid
conditions (5.2), although it probably involves several intermediate steps.
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Figure 5.3. Fitted VSFS amplitudes of the CH stretch in Zn formate for Zn exposed to
100 ppb formic acid (upper graphs). Symmetric CH3 of Zn acetate in Zn exposed to 115
ppb acetic acid (lower graphs).

Zn-OHsurface + HCOOH(g)→ Zn-HCOO(ads) + H2O (5.1)
Zn-OHsurface + HCOO−(aq) + H+ → Zn-HCOO(ads) + H2O (5.2)

VSFS amplitudes of both formate and acetate reach a steady amplitude level
within short exposure times, with acetate reaching a constant level more rapidly. As
the area which is covered by three-dimensional aggregates increasing with exposure
time in humid conditions, there is a decrease in the number of two dimensionally
adsorbed species, hence a lower VSFS amplitude. The aggregates produced during
formic acid exposure grow faster and are more widespread than for those acetic
acid, leading to a decrease within a shorter exposure time of the VSFS amplitude
(see e.g. SEM image in Figure 5.6).

The detachment of metal ions and the precipitation of corrosion products are the
subsequent steps in the initial atmospheric corrosion. They are considered below
in the discussion of three-dimensional growth of corrosion products.
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Figure 5.4. Carboxylate amplitudes of Zn hydroxy acetate deduced from IRAS spectra,
plotted against exposure time for exposures of Zn to formic acid (left) and acetic acid
(right). Inset graphs show in more detail the first 1.5 hours of exposure.

5.3 Three-dimensional growth

Three-dimensional corrosion products following exposure of Zn to either formic or
acetic acid are detected within 30 min of exposure by IRAS (Figure 5.4). Thus, the
growth in three dimensions is initiated basically within the same exposure times as
that in two dimensions (paper VI).

Zn hydroxy formate (Zn5(OH)8(HCOO)2·4H2O) was observed by IRAS for ex-
posures of Zn to humid air and formic acid, and Zn hydroxy acetate
(Zn5(OH)8(CH3COO)2·H2O) was found in exposure to humid air and acetic acid.
Furthermore, a non-hydrated Zn formate or acetate was obtained on exposure to
dry air and formic or acetic acid, respectively. These different types of compounds
formed under dry or humid conditions also had a different kinetic behavior (Figure
5.4). Furthermore, humid conditions were required to obtain macroscopic aggre-
gates large enough to be detected with CRM (Figure 4.2). Hence, the three di-
mensional growth is distinctly different from the two dimensional counterpart, for
which humidity was seen to have little effect both in the case of exposures of Zn to
acetic as well as formic acid.

CRM images displaying the macroscopic aggregates of corrosion products, show
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Figure 5.5. Left: color-coded Raman images (integrated parts of the spectra) for zinc
exposed to 100 ppb formic acid in humid air (90% RH) for 2 h (upper part) and 48 h
(lower part). A: ZnO (integrated 300-620 cm−1). B: CH in Zn hydroxy formate (2850-
3000 cm−1). C: more crystalline ZnO (380-480 cm−1). D: the combination of the Raman
images in A-C. Right: Raman spectra corresponding to the marked spots in the color-
coded images. D is the average over the whole image. The image size is 40 x 40 microns.
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distinctly separated ZnO (blue colour in CRM images) and Zn hydroxy formate
(red colour) in the case of Zn exposed to formic acid in humid air (Figure 5.5).
This behaviour was observed in the case of exposures in humid air and acetic acid
as well. The findings of more crystalline ZnO1 (green colour) for exposures in both
acetic and formic acid (e.g. Figure 5.5 C) confirmed that electrochemical reactions
are involved. The cathodic reaction on Zn creates hydroxyl ions [Svensson and
Johansson, 1993]:

O2 + 2H2O + 4e− → 4OH− (5.3)

These hydroxyl ions react with Zn ions to form more crystallline ZnO [Bernard
et al., 1995].

Zn2+ + 2OH− → Zn(OH)2 (5.4)
Zn(OH)2 → ZnO + H2O (5.5)

As a consequence, the more crystalline ZnO areas in the CRM images correspond
to cathodic regions, as hydroxyl ions are available there, making it possible for
reactions 5.4 and 5.5 to occur. The cathodic regions were in many cases seen to be
centered on an impurity inclusion, different from the Zn matrix. It is assumed that
this impurity is more noble than the Zn matrix, and thereby capable of hosting a
cathodic reaction which produces OH− ions (see paper VI).

The Zn2+ ions in reaction 5.4 were produced in the anodic reaction, given by

Zn(s)→ Zn2+(aq) + 2e− (5.6)

This reaction can be accelerated by proton and ligands on the surface [Stumm,
1987]. The presence of formic or acetic acid will enable both of these species to
take an active part in the detachment of metal ions. As concluded, acetate and
formate ligands are present on the surface, and these will promote dissolution by
weakening of the bonds of the Zn atoms to their surroundings. This results in the
release of an aqueous complex. The reaction can schematically be written as

Zn-HCOO(ads) + xH2O→ Zn(HCOO)(H2O)x (aq) (5.7)

The anodic regions could not be identified in the CRM images. As the surface
coverage of acetate and formate ligands is assumed to be large (seen from the
removal of OH groups in Figure 5.1), there is potentially a large part of the surface
which may act as an anode and release Zn ions. The roughly constant amplitude
level of the acetate and formate groups on the surface (Figure 5.3) does not exclude
the possibility that ligands are detached together with Zn ions, as it is assumed
that the re-adsorption of formate or acetate is fast [Stumm, 1987]. However, the

1This type of ZnO is described as "poorly crystalline" [Bernard et al., 1995]. Hence the
description as "more crystalline ZnO" is in relationship to the amorphous ZnO.
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more active anodic regions are expected to be close to the cathodic regions, as the
difference in electrochemical potential between these regions will accelerate reaction
5.7. In addition, it most likely takes place on locally, e.g. on defect rich areas and
regions where metallic Zn is exposed, which will lower the threshold for detachment
of Zn ions.

The next step in the initial atmospheric corrosion of Zn exposed to formic or
acetic acid is the precipitation of corrosion products, for which two main paths
are proposed. One is the precipitation of ZnO, as presented in reactions 5.4 and
5.5. The other is the creation of the Zn hydroxy formate and acetate. These
compounds can be formed through reaction between Zn acetate/formate dihydrate
and OH− [Morioka et al., 1999]. Consequently, it is clear that the two precipitates
will compete for the reaction with the OH− ions produced in the cathodic reaction.
Hence, the pH in the aqueous adlayer is a parameter of major importance, as it
will govern the solubility of the compounds. The precipitation of ZnO is favored
over that of Zn hydroxy acetate for more basic pHs [Morioka et al., 1999]. This
suggests that the distribution of more crystalline ZnO and Zn hydroxy compounds,
for example seen in the CRM images in Figures 5.5 B and C (upper part), represents
the distribution of local pH on the Zn surface. The more crystalline ZnO has formed
closer to the location of the cathodic reaction, thus at a more basic pH, and Zn
hydroxy formate further away as it is formed under less basic conditions than ZnO.

For longer exposure times (48h), the aggregates of Zn hydroxy formate and
acetate continue to grow (Figure 5.5). The distinct regions of more crystalline
ZnO are more scarce, especially in the formic acid case. The impurity regions
initially driving the cathodic reaction are becoming overgrown with precipitated
corrosion products, and are as a consequence not as active they were before (Figure
5.5 C). Nevertheless, electrochemical reactions are assumed to drive the growth of
three-dimensional corrosion products, although without the more localised cathodic
regions that were seen initially.

Many similarities are observed in comparison of the initial atmospheric corro-
sion of Zn exposed to formic and to acetic acid. The adsorption of ligands, the
precipitation process and the creation of localised aggregates follow mainly the
same patterns. However, as acetic acid is a weaker acid than formic acid and, as
a consequence creates a higher pH in the aqueous adlayer than formic acid, more
ZnO precipitation is observed in the case of acetic acid exposures. Moreover, fili-
form Zn hydroxy acetate was observed when Zn as exposed to acetic acid in humid
air (Figure 13 in paper VI), which was a type of formation not seen in the case of
exposure in formic acid. This indicates a deficiency of acetate ions locally on the
Zn surface, caused by a lower deposition velocity in the case of acetic acid.

On prolonged exposure, beyond 48 h, more crystalline corrosion products were
observed, which is expected as these in general need a longer time to form [Odnevall
and Leygraf, 1994]. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.6 where crystalline,
needle-like, Zn hydroxy formate is seen on the Zn surface following exposure to
formic acid and humid air for eight days.
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Figure 5.6. SEM image of Zn exposed to 100 ppb formic acid and humid air for 8 days.

5.4 Comparing laboratory and field exposures

Extrapolation to real field conditions of the results from laboratory experiments
presented in this chapter, are of course difficult to perform. Nevertheless, the
observations in this chapter on atmospheric corrosion of Zn induced by formic and
acetic acid are comparable to those for the indoor field exposure of Zn conducted
by Persson et al. [Persson and Leygraf, 1995]. In their work, the resulting corrosion
products were seen to contain a large amount of carboxylates, as detected by IRAS.
When the IRAS spectra from laboratory experiments (e.g. Figure 4 in paper VI)
are compared with the spectra obtained from field exposures (Figures 5 and 6 in
[Persson and Leygraf, 1995]) it is evident that there are similarities, especially in
the region of the carboxylates (1300-1650 cm−1). The peak absorbance measured
for the asymmetric COO− carboxylate vibration (∼1600 cm−1) after one year of
field exposure in an environment with high relative humidity (75-85% RH) was
∼0.18 , and ∼0.01 for low humidity conditions (36-48% RH) [Persson and Leygraf,
1995]. These are roughly comparable to e.g. the IRAS spectra of Zn exposed to
formic acid for 48 hours (Figure 4 in paper VI) for exposures in humid (asymmetric
COO−, absorbance ∼0.08) and dry conditions (∼0.01), and they give an indication
on the acceleration achieved in the laboratory experiments.

In all, it was seen that the mechanisms of the initial atmospheric corrosion of Zn
exposed to formic and acetic acid deduced from laboratory experiments are relevant
to real indoor atmospheric corrosion.





Chapter 6

Surface modification for the corrosion
protection of zinc

Alkanethiols (CH3(CH2)xSH) have gained attention in the field of corrosion pro-
tection [Stratmann et al., 1995], since it is desired to apply ultra-thin corrosion
protecting films on common metals, such as steel, galvanized steel, and aluminium,
within very short time scales in modern surface technology. Under ambient condi-
tions, all metals, except for a few of very noble character, are covered by an oxide,
hence alkanethiols interacting with oxides have to be considered for non-noble met-
als.

A long-chain alkanethiol can serve as a model for a corrosion inhibitor when
it is adsorbed onto Zn, since it forms a barrier layer that potentially shields the
Zn substrate from corrosion attacks [Nogues and Lang, 2007, Lang and Nogues,
2008, Zhang, 2006]. It can also act as an anchor for the further adsorption of
molecules with different types of functional groups, so that is functions as a primer.
An important aspect of organic coatings on metals is the phase boundary between
metal and coating. Adhesion and chemical bonds are of utmost importance, and
the properties of these are closely related to interfacial properties, such as corrosion
protection ability. The study reported in paper I targets these properties in the
adsorption of octadecanethiol (ODT, CH3(CH2)17SH) on oxidized and reduced zinc
surfaces and the corrosion-protection properties of the resulting ODT layers.

From the XPS results, it is seen that a Zn-S bond is formed between the ODT
molecule and reduced or oxidised Zn, respectively (Figure 6.1). Thus, ODT has the
ability to reduce a ZnO surface and to be adsorbed, even on the highly oxidised Zn
sample used here.

As the ODT is adsorbed, it forms an ordered structure within a very short time
on both reduced and oxidised Zn (Figure 6.2). The VSFS spectra are dominated
by CH3 vibrations, at 2880 cm−1, 2940 cm−1, and 2970 cm−1, suggesting that
the chains are in an all-trans configuration [Bain, 1995]. In the case of oxidised
Zn, more reduction of surface oxide is necessary, hence a longer immersion time is
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Figure 6.1. XPS results for reduced and oxidised Zn immersed in ODT. The spectra are
offset for clarity.

Figure 6.2. Left: VSFS spectra for different immersion times of reduced Zn in a 1 mM
ODT ethanol solution. The Zn was reduced in 0.5 M NaClO4 at -1.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl for
30 minutes before immersion in ODT solution. PPP polarisation was used for the VSFS
beams.
Right: VSFS spectra for different immersion times of oxidised Zn in a 1 mM ODT ethanol
solution. The Zn was oxidized with 300 mC/cm2 total charge in 0.5 M NaOH before
immersion in the ODT solution. PPP polarisation was used for the VSFS beams.
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Figure 6.3. Upper: Nyquist plots of zinc reduced in 0.5 M NaClO4 at -1.25 V vs.
Ag/AgCl for 30 minutes before immersion in ODT. Impedance spectra were collected in
0.5 M NaClO4. Inset displays Nyquist plot before immersion.
Lower: Nyquist plot for zinc oxidised in 0.5 M NaOH with 300 mC/cm2 charge before
immersion in ODT. Impedance spectra were collected in 0.5 M NaClO4. Inset: Nyquist
plot before immersion.

needed in order to obtain a highly ordered ODT film with few defects.
It was suggested that the distribution of tilt angles of the hydrocarbon chains

of the ODT widened after a longer immersion time in reduced Zn, hence reducing
the VSFS intensity. However, there no gauche defects were detected for these more
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disordered films. In the case of oxidised Zn, no behavior attributed to a more
disordered ODT film behaviour was observed for long immersion times.

It is evident that an increase in corrosion protection is obtained when ODT
is adsorbed on for both reduced and oxidised Zn, by comparing the EIS results
for the substrates before and after immersion in an ODT solution (Figure 6.3). A
larger diameter of the semi-circle in the Nyquist plots (Figure 6.3) is indicative of
an increased corrosion resistance.
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Figure 6.4. VSFS image of Zn reduced in 0.5 M NaOH, then immersed in 1 mM ODT
for 2 hours. The size of the image is 1x1 mm. A: Average VSFS spectrum over the entire
image. B-G VSFS spectra of selected regions on the image.

VSFS imaging was employed to gain information on the lateral distribution
of ODT (Figure 6.4). That which must be considered are the selected spectra
from different regions of the surface (spectra A-G). From these it can be observed
that the ODT film formed on reduced Zn after immersion for 2 h in a 1 mM
ODT solution does not fully cover the substrate with a highly ordered film, as the
spectra in Figures 6.4 F and G do not represent ordered monolayers. However, the
VSFS imaging indicate that the adsorbed ODT monolayer appears to have formed
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a highly ordered film when considering the average spectrum. Uncovered regions,
or regions with very disordered film, seen in the VSFS image in Figures 6.4 F and
G, will affect the EIS results significantly, since they represent a short-circuit in the
electrical properties of the film. VSFS detects only ordered, VSFS-active molecules
on the surface. This is a possible explanation of the discrepancy between the
preparation parameters suggested by VSFS and EIS to obtain a high quality ODT
monolayer. Thus, it is emphasized that the use of VSFS alone is not sufficient to
evaluate the corrosion-protective ability of ODT on Zn. The use of other techniques
such as EIS and VSFS-imaging complements the results by probing properties to
which VSFS is not sensitive.

To conclude, the results on ODT as a primer layer which can serve as the anchor
for further corrosion-protective layers on reduced and oxidised Zn show encouraging
results, as it forms an ordered film which enhances the corrosion-protection of the
substrate. It is possible to adsorb ODT onto a Zn surface which has already cor-
roded severely, with increased corrosion-inhibition as a result, as seen in the results
for the oxidised Zn substrate. In addition, in applications demanding very thin
corrosion-protective layers, adsorbed ODT monolayers represent an opportunity.





Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

The work presented in this thesis has mostly been focused on the initial atmospheric
corrosion of Zn induced by organic acids, as a model system for indoor atmospheric
corrosion. In what follows the main results are summarized together with an outlook
on possible further studies.

A systematic investigation utilizing three different vibrational techniques have
enabled detailed information on the mechanisms of the onset of atmospheric cor-
rosion of Zn induced by humidified air with minor additions of acetic or formic
acid. Corrosion products of both two dimensional and three dimensional character
could be separately studied by combining vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy
(VSFS, interface sensitive), infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS, near-
surface sensitive), and confocal Raman microspectroscopy (CRM, bulk sensitive,
with submicron surface lateral resolution). This combination of vibrational tech-
niques together with theory, represented by quantum chemical calculations, enabled
a molecular view of initial atmospheric corrosion to be established.

What is known about the Zn substrate in humid environment is that multi-layers
of water are present on the surface- the aqueous adlayer- together with a heteroge-
neous, hydroxylated surface terminated with different types of Zn-OH groups. As
this surface is exposed to humidified air with additions of formic or acetic acid, the
OH groups on the surface are rapidly displaced through a ligand exchange with
formate or acetate groups, which seem to adsorb on Zn atoms in bidentate configu-
rations. These ligands, arranged in two dimensions along the surface, will promote
corrosion by weakening the bonds of the Zn atoms to their surrounding matrix.

A growth of three dimensional corrosion products of Zn hydroxy acetate or Zn
hydroxy formate is observed within short exposure times on Zn exposed to acetic or
formic acid. This growth is of electrochemical nature, evidenced by cathodic areas
that result in more crystalline ZnO. The potential difference between more noble,
cathodic, areas on the surface and areas of less noble, anodic, character creates an
electrochemical cell, initiating release of Zn ions into the aqueous adlayer by anodic
reactions. The Zn ions subsequently precipitate as localised corrosion products
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of different surface morphologies. As the cathodic areas increase the local pH on
the surface, they promote precipitation of crystalline or amorphous ZnO in their
vicinity, and also of zinc hydroxy acetates or formates further away.

For longer exposure times, more crystalline corrosion products were seen on
Zn exposed to organic acids. This is expected as they need longer time to form.
Similarities were observed when comparing the corrosion product composition from
current model systems, representative of indoor atmospheric corrosion, with those
from natural indoor field exposures.

More firm molecular foundations of initial atmospheric corrosion allow us to
better understand the functioning of possible corrosion inhibiting molecules. The
results of self-assemblied monolayers of octadecanethiol (ODT, CH3(CH2)17SH) on
Zn as corrosion inhibitors show that it is possible to obtain an ordered ODT layer
which improves corrosion protection of both reduced and oxidised Zn. However,
the effect of the solvent (ethanol) used in the ODT solutions for the modification
of Zn has to be further evaluated, since degradation of the corrosion protection
on reduced Zn substrates for prolonged immersion times was observed. A possible
reason may be the occurrence of defects and holes in the ODT layer created from
interaction with the solvent and acting as initiation points of localised corrosion.

Whereas this thesis has provided new insights into initial atmospheric corrosion
mechanisms, new gaps of knowledge have appeared. The lateral distribution of the
adsorbed acetates and formates organised in a two dimensional structure on the sur-
face is poorly understood. Here VSFS imaging offers a possibility, as it is capable of
providing a chemical map of surface species under in situ conditions. By combining
the lateral distribution of OH groups, present initially, with the distribution of ad-
sorbed ligands after exposure to organic acids, knowledge on how different OH sites
on the surface react with organic acids may be obtained. Furthermore, VSFS imag-
ing experiments under humid condition would also show how the aqueous adlayer
is distributed and organised on the metal surface. For lower relative humidities the
water adlayer is assumed to be distributed as islands, whereas at higher relative
humidities it is generally pictured as a homogeneous aqueous adlayer. However, the
presence of a heterogeneous metal surface may significantly alter the distribution
of the aqueous adlayer, and this is an issue to be further explored.

In the present study CRM has proven to be a most useful technique, as it
provides new information on localised, three dimensional corrosion product forma-
tion. Although it was only applied as an ex situ tool herein, it may well be used
also under in situ conditions. With in situ CRM, knowledge could be attained
on how localized corrosion products grow with respect to secondary phases and
other inhomogeneities having a different nobility relative to the metal matrix. Ul-
timately, CRM and VSFS imaging could be combined, whereby information on the
local distribution of surface ligands and OH groups (seen with VSFS imaging be-
fore exposure), could be correlated with the subsequent growth of three dimensional
structures (probed by CRM). Additionally, scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy,
having the capability of measuring Volta potential variations along the metal sur-
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face with sub micron resolution, could be used to distinguish between more or less
noble areas prior to exposure.

Results generated herein are also expected to be used in ongoing GILDES stud-
ies, a computational model for describing the initial atmospheric corrosion of zinc
and copper induced by organic acids. The results from controlled laboratory ex-
periments can serve as a guide and also as a source for comparison with these
simulations. Moreover, it is believed that the combination of VSFS, IRAS, and
CRM could be applied also to other important atmospheric corrosion systems, for
example to investigate the interaction between sulphur dioxide (SO2) and metal
surfaces such as Fe, Zn and Cu.
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Chapter 9

Appendix

9.1 Fresnel calculations

IRAS and Raman

Herein, optical calculations of electrical field strengths at Zn surfaces are presented.
They will help to improve the understanding of IRAS and Raman and how angles
of incidence and refractive indices affect their respective spectral response. For thin
films with thicknesses much smaller than the wavelength, the electrical field at the
surface is what governs the signal from IRAS together with optical properties of the
metal [Greenler, 1966, 1969]. Using the same procedure as Moskovits [Moskovits,
1982] the geometry in Figure 9.1 can be used to calculate the electrical field at the
surface.

y

z

x

P

Figure 9.1. Geometry used in the calculations for the absorption intensity in IRAS and
Raman.

The electrical field is seen to be the addition of two fields: the field reflected off
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the surface at an angle θ and the field directly incident on the point P with incident
angle θ. These calculations are valid when the thickness of the adsorbed film is very
small compared to the wavelength of the incident light, hence the distance between
P and the surface approaches zero. The sum of the two electrical field at the surface
can be written as:

Ex = (1 + rs)E0s (9.1)
Ey = (rp − 1) cos θE0p (9.2)
Ez = (1 + rp) sin θE0s (9.3)

The absorption intensity depends on the integral |〈i|μ̂ · �E|j〉|2, where μ̂ is the
dipole moment operator. The absorption intensity A can then be written as the
following, if E0s and E0p are assumed to be one [Moskovits, 1982].

Ap ∝ |μy(rp − 1) cos θ + μz(1 + rp) sin θ|2 (9.4)
As ∝ |μx(1 + rs)|2 (9.5)

Here, rs and rp are the reflection coefficients obtained from the Fresnel equations
for s- and p-polarised light as follows [Born and Wolf, 1980]

rp = n2 cos θi − n1 cos θt
n2 cos θi + n1 cos θt

(9.6)

rs =
n1 cos θi − n2 cos θt
n1 cos θi + n2 cos θt

(9.7)

9.2 Acid permeation tubes

To determine the permeation rate of the tubes used to generate the acetic and formic
acid in the exposures of Zn, weighing of the tubes was performed at different time
intervals. Data from these types of measurements can be found in Figures 9.2 and
9.3.

The linear fits in Figures 9.3 and 9.2 above can be used to calculate the con-
centration of the corresponding acid for the exposures in ppb, using the following
formula:

(Δm ∗ 24.46/mw)
flow ∗ 1000

(9.8)

Where Δm is the slope determined from the weight loss of the permeation tubes
(Figures 9.3 and 9.2) in ng/min, "mw" is the molecular weight of the permeated
molecule (formic acid: 46.03 g/mole, acetic acid: 60.05 g/mole) and "flow" is the
total flow rate in the experiment [cm3/min], which in this work was 1200 cm3/min.
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Figure 9.2. Mass loss of the formic acid permeation tube over time.

Figure 9.3. Mass loss of the acetic acid permeation tube over time.

9.3 Theory and experimental details of auxiliary methods

Electrochemical methods

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical method which sweeps the electrical
potential and measures the current response. One application is stripping of com-
pounds from the electrode, which allows quantification of desorbed species during
the potential sweep between potentials E1 and E2 by integrating, and obtaining
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the total charge passed (q)

q =
∫ E2

E1

= |i|
ν

dE (9.9)

Here, ν is the scan rate of the voltage per time unit.
Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measures the response from an elec-

trode, as it is subject to small amplitude perturbations from an alternating voltage.
As the time-dependent current (I(t)) is measured, the impedance (Z(t)) of the sys-
tem can be calculated as

Z(t) =
I(t)
V (t) (9.10)

This impedance gives information on the surface properties of the electrode, e.g.
the resistance of the surface layer, which is the real part of Z(t). More advanced
analysis includes modeling of the EIS response by an equivalent electrical circuit in
order to extract more information of properties of the surface layers on the electrode.

A 1286 Solartron electrochemical interface and a 1255 Solartron Frequency an-
alyzer was used in the electrochemistry experiments, which took place in a normal,
three electrode electrochemical cell. The counter electrode consisted of a platinum
wire and the reference electrode was an Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) electrode. The work-
ing electrode was a zinc cylinder with the polished side touching the surface in a
hanging meniscus configuration, so that only the polished end of the zinc cylinder
was in contact with the solution. The electrolytes were bubbled with N2 for at least
30 minutes prior to the experiment to remove oxygen from the solution. In the EIS
measurement, the sample was at open circuit potential (OCP) and the frequency
range between 104 and 0.1 Hz. A 10 mV AC perturbation voltage was applied.
A scan rate of 20 mV/s was used during cyclic voltammetry. The samples were
introduced into the solution 30 min before measurements in order to equilibrate.

Atomic Force Microscopy
The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a technique which uses a small tip on a
cantilever to probe e.g. surface forces and topography. When the AFM tip is placed
close enough to the surface, it will experience short range atomic forces which will
deflect the tip. This deflection is usually monitored by a laser reflected off the tip
onto a photodetector, allowing the position of the tip to be measured. Two prin-
cipal modes are used in AFM, one is the contact mode where the tip is basically
touching the surface and the force, or height of the tip is kept constant during the
scan of the surface, the other mode is tapping-mode where the tip is vibrated and
the damping from interaction with the surface is measured. This damping can be
used to keep the tip and surface distance constant.
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AFM measurements were performed in contact-mode using a Resolver from
Quesant Ltd., equipped with the iProbe package supplied by Windsor Scientific
Ltd., UK.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a versatile technique, based on the
photoelectrical effect, providing chemical information on species in the near-surface
region of a material. The surface is irradiated by X-rays, and XPS counts electrons
ejected from the sample surface. The obtained spectrum for different x-ray energies
contain resonance peaks characteristic of bound states of electrons of surface atoms.
The peak positions give elemental and chemical information.

The surface chemical composition was analyzed with XPS using a Kratos AXIS
HS X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK). XPS
spectra were recorded in fixed analyzer transmission (FAT) mode using a Mg Kα
X-ray source operated at 240W (12 kV/20 mA). The area of analysis was approx-
imately 1 mm2. Detailed spectra for Zn2p, O1s, C1s and S2p were acquired with a
pass energy of 80 eV.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) permits observation and characterization of
heterogeneous organic and inorganic material on nanometer (nm) to micrometer
(μm) scale. In the SEM, the area to be examined or the micro-volume to be anal-
ysed is irradiated with a finely focused electron beam, which may be swept in a
raster across the surface or the specimen to form images or may be static to obtain
an analysis at one position. The types of signals produced from the interaction of
the electron beam with the sample include secondary electrons, backscattered elec-
trons, characteristic x-rays, and other photons of various energies. The backscat-
tered electrons originate from down to ∼1μm into the material studied.

SEM analysis were performed using a table-top scanning electron microscope,
Hitachi TM-1000. All images were obtained in back scattered electron (BSE) mode
with an acceleration voltage of 15 keV.

Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis
Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) is an electron beam induced X-ray
spectro-chemical technique which allows the determination of local chemical com-
position of a solid sample by means of a non-destructive analysis on a microscopic
scale. When an electron enters a sample, it can either have a collision with the
material, or just be pushed to change its direction. When the electron gets close
to an atom core, the positive core will attract the electron, and make it change
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direction. The electron will accelerate when approaching the core, and decelerate
when traveling away from the core. During the acceleration and deceleration the
electron loses some energy, which is emitted as Bremsstrahlung ("breaking radia-
tion"). That radiation is seen in the EDX spectrum as the continuum background.
This continuum radiation is also known as "white radiation". Incident electrons
must have sufficient energy to remove an orbital electron from its shell, leaving
a vacancy. Electrons falling into the vacancy emit their excess energy as X-rays,
which contain elemental information on the material studied.

The EDX analysis was performed in an Environmental Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (ESEM) from FEI-XL 30 Series.

Density Functioncal Theory calculations
All Density Functioncal Theory (DFT) quantum mechanical calculations were per-
formed with the Gaussian03 package [M. J. Frisch and J. A. Pople, 2004]. In all
cases, a full structure optimization was carried out at the density functional theory
level of calculation, with the hybrid exchange correlation functional B3LYP, and
the Land2dz pseudopotential basis set.

The calculations were performed on a monolith computer cluster of the Na-
tional Supercomputer Center in Sweden, SGI-Altix450 server and "Q", a Dell -
PowerEdge SC1860 machine, of the Bioinformatics and Molecular Simulation Cen-
ter and Chemistry Institute of Natural Resources respectively, in Talca, Chile.

More detials on the DFT calculations can be found in the experimental section
of paper II.
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